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ALAS, WE KNEW HER WELL
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Sen-

EdBoston, June 10. The Rev.
ward Everett Half, chaplain nf the
United States Senate, died lit his
home at Roxhury today. He was ST
CLOVIS. X. SI.. JLW'Ii 10. J. S. years old, having been born In Bos-to- n
FITZHUGH. D. I. OUHAM AND K.
.
By training.- - education,
In
B.
LBBPY
HAVE
RECEIVED
represented
the
THllKATKNJMi LETTERS THAT IF and tradition hiTHEY DO NUT OBTAIN THE RE- - spirit of the founders of MassachuLKASE OF H. A. IRWi.N AND WIFE setts colony.
He
was graduated
i'RUM JAIL, HERE BEFORE JUNE from Harvard in 1839.
15, THEY WlLL DIE. THE 1RW1NSI
The nwvi of his death caused a
ARE CONNECTED WITH A RLACK shock., because few knew lie was 111.
HAND PLOT, WHEREIN THE WO- Only u few days ago he attended a
MAN WAS AKRESTED AS SHE WAS gathering In honor of the HOtti birthTAKING A FA:1jS'E PACKAGE OF day anniversary of his contemporary,
MONEY
FROM
AN APPOINTED Mrs, Julia Ward Howe and seemed in
I
SPOT.
good- spirits.
He retired at his usual
time last night, but whs so weak that
Order More Arrests.
his physician warned members of the
Columbus, Ohio, June 1(1. After an family that his end was not far off.
all night conference on the Black
Rev. Hale became pastor of the
Hand situation, Postal Inspector
In
Congregational
church
South
Oldtie.ld this morning sent two fed- 1H55 and since 1)IS had
n pastor
eral agents to Springfield with In- emeritus of the parish. Of his literstructions to arrest two more Italians ary works the best known are "Ten
believed to be concerned in the black
One Is Ten," "My Double and
mail plots. These two are mentioned Times
How He Undid Me," and "The Man
me
belonging Without a Country."
in
leuers iouna in
,
oi nam wnm. unegeo tHacn nana
age advanced his friends
A
, auu
s
I
inn oHuvitim,
ii.un
delighted to celebrate, his birthday.
Thirteen have been arrested t and
tout- - reuend."
wt$ hVtVjfTf Italian
said this nifor'ri'inij "that fie was afraid
to make as much money as he could
becau.se of threats of the Black Hand.
Federal warrants for three more
suspects have been ixsued.
Unc Is
for Antonio, the father of Sam Lima,
and another tor his brother.
The
third is under surveillance, but Is
known to be a member of Lima's
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Kivei'M In

Colorado Are Already High

and Datiiagv Is Tlirealenml
lroperty.

Denver. Colo., June 10. With the
prospect of warmer
weather the
dunger from floods due to melting
snow is increasing.
The Poudre and
Platte rivers are running bank full
and farms in the lower bottoms are
flooded and the crops nearly ruined.
The Grand and Gunnison rivers on
the west slope are the highest they
have ever been In fifteen years and
a further rise is looked for. Already
much damage has been done to railway and farm property.

result of an order that they cannot

it goi;
Washington.
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DR. EDWARD E. HALE.

purse of S. IUKI wus given
fund of Si's, inn) whs
raised.
latter c lehration. a
great gathering
honored
him
in
Symphony hall and Senator Hoar
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MOTUEIt-IN-LA-

CASE

JUSTICE

e
June 10. The
department Is now shipping a He
large portion of its supplies throughout tiie country by freight. Prior to
all such equipment for
was placed in the mails and
paid for at the same rate as regular
mail matter. From the division of
supplies, there were shipped, during
the last month SHU. 742 pounds of
A uniform bill of lulling recently adopted by the government
d. partments
Is being used and
Is
proving n great convenience.
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OF PEACE

post-offic-
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the First of Oriental Ilatv
Hold Tills lmMitaiil Office.

Is
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post-offic-
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M t i;i:i
m.i its.
New
York.
June 10 John D.
ISyaii was today elected pritddent of
the Amalgamated Copper company to
succeed the late H. II. Rogers.

STEAMER

PASSENGERS

HAVE NARROW ESCAPE
Spanish Boat Weill
I'rcvcnleil Lite

iiiri- and Mono

.lillfcfSfri

-

sucrs

From

(.'HAS. J SHI'. J. P

Res. lie.
New

York,

.fane

10.-

- 'Ihe Spanish

steamer Antonio Lopez with
passengers and a crew of
3
was
grounded on the Eire
Island last
night, and lay on the beach all nig.it
pounded b tlie lieaiv s. ,,s. Rockets
sent up warned the life saving crew
ashore but th.y could do nothing
oAlng to the storm.
Early today
wrecking tugs went out to tne scene
and witli the aid of surf boats took
oft the woiu. u and
first,
children
then tin- men.
Most of the passeiiit.-rwere from
Napl.s. Genoa and Cadi bound for
Vera Crux
The l.opez lay a thousand f i t off tin- shore ami was discovered by the Point woods life savers. .f: r scral attempts to launch
tlie lif. iioat the attempt was given
up and the tugs sent for. The Lopez
was owned by the Buret lora com5 2U

1
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June 10 The first instance
the United states where a Chinad
man has been
with tlie authority of a justice of tlie peace lias occurred here. Ma sai husi Its has just
bestowed this distinction upon Clia-'- .
K. Shu. who ma
now take a "know
and depositions, issue wri's
of habeas corpus, swear election ..f-- t
leers and administer oaths, just to
mention a few of Ins duties, like any
Boston

in

ve-te-

w

hite-nkinn-

ARE GIVEH

MEDALS

President Taft Preside at Affair In
Honor of Inventors of Aeroplane.

l

CHINAMAN

uv I'i:i:i(.iit.

JOKKS.

.

Chicago, III., June 10. Until one
Chinaman was smothered to death it
was the regular practice, according
to the testimony in the Chinese smuggling cases before Judge Landls yesterday, to carry Orientals In the Ice
closet of the dining cur after they
had been put aboard the Golden
State limited of the Rock Island railroad at El Paso.
Albert 4 Thompson, a negro cook,
told of the smuggling, lie said the
box wns barely large enough to hold
one Chinese but this practice had to
be abandoned.
He said they had to
find another way as the Chinese refused to ride that way since one of
their 'brethern had been smothered
to death.
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4tinew Wt! Packed
In
Boxes I'ntll One of Tlivni
Smothered.

SHJ--

tlie tilermc!t. but protested when h FIRST
p ndent concerns began fishing for
tin market.

j

IAX

ISWJG

t

lish In the bay. The fishing concessions arc owned by two big concerns,
which have heretofore not objected to

j
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BilAXFUAN TESTIFIES

INDICATES FLOODS

.

PIT

SYMMCATJS HAVE

WARMER WEATHER

a

States Senate since ls'ii. His selec- ii.ni .11 iiiai unie was r gained ;.s a
high tribute to his intellectual ability.
Since his app iintnie:,t he had been
,a very consistent attenilart at the
.if the Semite an. his invm-a-lions were so mark. I by eloquence
that few senators fail. it to h. in their
CONFEDERATE
ARMY
seats w hen the navel fell.
The Mist inroads on his health were
MARCHES AT MEMPHIS tint. ceil tliis Hiniog. He was feeble
ii.ii inaiu ii' alioi. day and was coni- , pell,
ancel an ngagement to
invocation at the unveil- r the Noiilli's Soldiery in d
St.
inn
Lorgfcll.iw. He
Civil War Make
I parade.
.gt.
a few days In
left
vane
ninny, never to
Memphis, Ten n June 10. Clad in
rough gray homespun, such as they turn.
won- - in the sixties, carrying ancient
rifles of the war, ten thousand Uni- WILL ELECT HENEY
ted Confederate Veterans marched in
what will probably be their last
mar. h. The heat was intense and
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
lhline of march was cut down to
one mil.-The command, i gave the
old. r members permission to drop out ProiM'fiiior of .rart in San t'raiit-- i o
of line but no one availed himself of
it-- I axorctl by Two
Panic...
the permission. The parade was led
by Major General
John McDowell.
San Franisc o. June la
Fran. Is J.
Following in regular divisions eanie
the survivor of Forrest's famous cav- Hemy has l en nominated for dis- trict attorney by the San Fran, SCO
alry corps.
Democratic i lub, n 'i''' utinu' olle
l.S NOT FKAMBI.K.
In
faction of tb. local Demo. r.i. ;.
Washington, June 10. The pro- expressing In? uppr. i i.it :on, 11 n y
posed
Jeep waterway from St. accepted, tliouli h.
ile
a
Louis to the gulf of Mexico received Roosevelt Republica n. Tin lo.miiia-sama blow today when engineers report- tion of Hen.y for the
oifue
ed tli.it it is not Jesiraible. They say now coiitempluti d by tile MUlll'Ipll
it will cost 128 millions to build and
anj iudepend.ut Republ i.a n
C millions annually to maintain.
( lubs.

I..

TIIK VAUDKVILLK

STARVING I'OK FISH.
Ta m pico, Mexico,
June 10. The
poor Usher folk lu re are starving as

-

DUE

ON WOOL

AMERICANS

WORKERS

SENATORS BACK UP

official.

AmJustice Shu is a native-borerican. Seattle, Wash., beinit bis native pla.ee and San Krancisco that of
his Chinese wife.
32
He is about
ears old and cam.- to Boston several
years ago and started in business in
He ir. now a
tlie Chinese quarter.
member of the importing firm
Shu, Ying. Tank & Co., one of tne
largest Chinese houses In Boston. He
Ia also proprietor of a Chinese restaurant in the city theatre district.
n

l

It Is Apparent That Majority

me members will Continue
to Vote to Uphold

at

Are Discussed
Meeting Held
Today.

ganization.

j

FIGHT

Progress of NaUonal Organization
and Plans for the Future

He

Inspector oidiiold says that when
these three are caught, the gang that
lias infested western Pennsylvania .and
Ohio will be behind the bars.
Following the arrest of Martlsi In
Dennlson, a scare was started that
the Italians had threatened to rescue
him. Marsifl was quickly taken to
Canton for safekeeping.
"Society of Banana."
Cincinnati, June 10. Secret service
men now claim that many ringleaders
of the Black Hand who have been
caught, are revealing some of the.
met no Is of the "Society of the Banana." ax t!',. organization is known,
A Black Hand member, Incensed over
what lie urm.d an unfair division of
the spoils, told a federal officer of a
coming meeting of the Black Hand- ere for a division of their spoils. Fed- ernl men were advised and obtained
the building adjoining the store of
Through a hole in the
Sam Lima.
wall they watched a conference of
the plotters.
T:ioy claim to have tin- nanus nf
all. more than twenty, and each has
been under surveillance. The officers
evidence
assert that incriminating
against all at the meeting hits been
found in the papers in Lima's store.
In Mexico, To"?
Mex., June 10. P.ecause
he refused to pay a huge sum
money, following the receipt of
threatening letter. Alberto Arechaga.
the son of a wealthy ranchman, and
himself wealthy was assassinated yesterday at his home.

"PROGRESSIVES"

E

HIGH REGARD

HAND PLOT

gatiK.

0 Fair tonlgbt in J

This Country Contributed an Try to Put Duty Back to Fig
Enormous Sum In the
ures Fixed In Houso
Past Twenty.
by the Payrro
Five Years
Bill.
CHARITY

Selected for Chaplain of the
ate Because or His Intellectual Ability-Ohio Officials Continue Campaign
Served Since
V Against Gang
and Hope
1893.
to Creak Up the
Extensive

THIRTY-FIV-

BY

HIS ELOQUENCE

in

1

NUMBER 12G

FOR RELIEF WORK

People.

De-

Jom

i

England

manded In
Letters.

BLACK

'
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Dr. Everett Hale was Representative of New

Kclease of irwlns From Jail

ME

A

Denver, Colo.,

Friday.

ALBUQUEKQDE. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY. JUNE 10. 1909.

TODAY

CLQVIS

ARRESTS

ue
Cm
GET THE NEWS FIRST

ALBUQ1U

.

P--

WEATHER FORECAST

Buffalo, N. Y Juno
10.
In his
presidential address to the National
Conference of Charities and Correc
tion, which opened Its 36th annual
meeting here last evening, Ernest P.
Blcknell, of Washington, D. C. the
director of the American National
Red Cro8.s, announced the new policy
of that great organization in relation
to the relief .problems grow ing out of
great disasters.
In the three years ending April 1
190H. the American Red Cross
expended for ealamity relief the sum of
$4,207,043.70.
distributing
besides
supplies of very great value. AH this
money and these supplies were de
rived from private sources, and in
this aspect tlie Red Cross Is a private organization. The amount of relief given by thlj tiinglo agency in the
past three years is greater than was
given in general reller during
the
same period by all the general relict
societies of the ten greatest cities of
the United States.
This relief was occasioned by fifteen calamities, namely; The California earthquake and lire, the Valparaiso earthquake, tho dull storm,
the Chinese famine, the Kingxton
ea!"tha,ufc, tin' Russian famine, tho
Calabrlau earthquake of 187. ' the
Mississippi cyclone, the South Carolina and Georgia floods, ttitfjiTexas
floods, the Chelsea, Mass.,-rin... the
Canadian fore.st tires, the Monogah
mine explosion, the Michigan.' forest
lire ,and the Italian earthquake, an
average of live great '.'ca(a'ntV'ophles a
.
year.
fi within the pant Hvenly-fly- e
year,
out complete data. It1 is safe hi say
that Lie amount of American contributions raised and expended' in this
sort oT relief work amounted to not

Washington. June 10. The "progressives" came into the Senate today determined t
the wool schedule, although
... .u
iaKen yesterday
demonstrated the ability of the finance
committee to maintain a majority of
10 to 12 on all Ita
recommendation.
A vote of 43 to SI against
DollWer's
contention that only wool In yarn
tvhould be taxed again upheld
the
committee.
Before the vote was taken id.iiai
Warren declared that the purpose (
levying a duty on the entire weight
of yarn was to keep out material
mixea witn cheap cotton. Dolllver
claimed there was nothing hurrep- - '
titions in mixing cotton and wool In
making cheap yarn ami auiH
th.t
there is no good reason for discrlm- -.
mating against cheap material.
. '
Dolllver
... thun nir... (si. : a-- . e ,i ii. '
ment proposing a dut on sucH wriol '
are maue purny of cotton. In explanation of his' amendment he convulsed the Senate with,
witty remarks oh the Dlngley law.
t

.

HARW90lliLlYl::S:v

LAijiAs'coii"

f

Washington, D. C, June 10. The
achievement for which men
have
striven for 4.000 years will be celebrated In the east room of the Whitu
House at 2:S0 today when Orville and
Wilbur Wright will receive the first
public recognition from their fellow less
,
than I35.0O0.0U0. ,
countrymen.
Alter telling many Incidents conPresident Taft will present the gubl nected
the relief work'Of a nummedals awarded by the Aero club to ber of with greatest
of thejsr disasters,
the
commemorate the Invention of the in which
the work lias- personally
first flying machine.
Governor of In en engaged,
Mr. Bicknell said:
various states have sent cungratula- Snn I iaiicis o's Case.
toi.v messages.
"A strong, central directive agency
is one of tlie iirsl great need 111 relief
UK HAD NO Csi:.
'administration. It is only ,by the Inof such an agency that
Des Moines, la., June
10.
Judge itstrumentality
is possible o assure attention to all
Howe, of the district court of Iowa
l lie
of the situation.
In no
rendered a decision today adverse oilierdemands
v ay is It possible to avoid conto the Agar Packing company which
and friction, and in no other
Railway fusion
had sued the Rock '.aland
any is it possible to obtain a full recompany for JtfnO.OOO for rebating turn
in relief value for the expendiund the unjust rate charged.
The ture of money
and effort. Home one.
suit Involved the question ()r what person
or group musL be recognized
constituted a continuous shipment
as the administrative authority.
In the purchase! of cattle and hogs
.Within a week after tlie San Fran-ei.-c- o
In western Iowa, a reshipment and
disaster, all the relief agencies
Valley
place
at
took
of Importance hud Joined in tf.e creacharged
was
Junction. The rate
the tion of a central committee, which
Junction rate to Boston, (lis was supremo. The relief work was
regarding the local rate from point laid out according to a plan which
The loll no koctloii of the city uncovered,
i'f origin to Valley Junction.
court held that It Wja a continuous no class of citizens unattended, mi
shipment and that the packing com elemental form of relief unprovided.
pany had no claim for refunding of Imagine a cnudillou In which many
(barges made to the company for different agencies were working accarrying Its western Iowa business. tively, each wil limit regard to what
the others were doing. It woulii
have been Impossible to trace relief
efforts to their results; too much help
MUCH TESTIMONY IN
would have led to waste and demoralization in one quarter, and too little
BROWNSVILLE CASE help In another, would have meant
suffering an. a cne nf injustice and
neglect. Tlie opportunity to go from
i
Anil) Ollircis
Work All Slllll-iim- t. sg'-nc- to to agency lu quest of help
and
'work' all agencies for all that
Iteadlog WlHtl Wil losses
could be gotten out of them would
Hud to Kay.
have meant the vicious triumph of
the hold and unscrupulous.
Washington.
10.
"Unlike
June
Confusion in Hal).
beavers" is the manner in which the
"In Italy, following the recent
army officers composing the Rrowjis-il- h carihquake, ther- - was an abseiic of
court are working, according to tins all important central administrathe statements made at the head- tion. The Jiali.ni Red Cross ill gendirected lis energies toward tlia
quarters of the court. Individually tne eral
members labor during the week and care of the siek and wounded.i reat.--t,m
Monday, digesting th.' central national committee,
i oiiectively on
gave atstaiemenuK made by each of the wit- expressly for tlie occasion,
nesses before various tribunals w Inch tention mainly to general relief, but
there was n.. Joint effort, and each
have heretofore passed on some
,1
to the
of the controversy and meeting organization atleiin.
pressed heavhrt upon it at t Ile
together to discuss the wank for the
auweek. This will be tin program all moment. The military and navyespewire aelive. the
summer and It will continue until Me thorities
cially, but with lull.- regard to the
y
s is
testimony of the li.Vi w inn
cciilriil national committee
or th"
gone over.
Red Cross.
The Roman Catholic
Thus far the members have hmslod church, through its parish priests
a synopsis of between Jilty and sevenand oilier representatives, was every-ty-live
of the W'itnes-- i s K ho had
in re busy, but (111
something to .ay at various limes In Willi any oilier agency.riotThe various
regarding
sworn
the
statemeiiu
provinces of Italy. Venice. Lombardy,
"shooting up" of Brownsville. Synop- Genoa. Rome, Tuscany, etc.. raised
sis of tin- testimony complete, whicu large relief fund and asl quantities
makes six thousand pag s is to lie put of supplies and sent their own cotn- ill one volume, so that it .may
be
readily considered and examined bi
(Cootluaed on Page Four.)
Jlore any new evidence is taken.
-
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Ile Was Cluirged Willi
.Marriage Ceremony filt (ifri
Under Agt

V

Los Lunas, N. M., June 10. A ver-- "
diet of guilty was returned in the
case or the territory against
Rev.
Thomas M. Harwood, charged with,
knowingly uniting in murriage a girl
under age. The offense is punishable
by a fine.
The case of the territory against K.
Torres, charged with assault with Intent to kill, a woman being the complainant, wus given to the Jury this
afternoon.
Flllo Jaramillo wus ad- judged Insane by the court today after a hearing.
In the eae of the Territory against
Robert Roberts, charged
with assaulting Juan Sarrachlno in September, 1H0T, which was tried before the
court, judgment was reserved for a
later day.
The prosecuting witness, a Pueblo
Indian, testified thut while engagt-In tending ),Ls sheep, the
defendant
attempted to drive hlin. away from
the pasture, and when ho objected,
the defendant struck him on the head
with a rifle. To corroborate this, 'm
exhibited his straw hat, which had a
dent in It.
The charge against Rev. Harwood
wus that as an ordained clergyman
he unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly united In marriage one
A matin
l'( reu, a female under the age of 14
years in June, 107. The prurccutlen
showed by tiie purisn priest at Toui
that the girl was baptised uy hint in
Ifc!4, when alio wus 8 days old, which
made her less than 15 years old at
the time of her marriage in June
d

1!0

7.

It w as show n that the marriage' license was issued by the clerk on application of the parents anj on it
face It was regular in all particulars.
The demand for conviction was based
principally upon the endeavor of the
parent of the man the girl murrl.d.
who said that prior to the marriage
he had told the defendant lint parish
priest had Mated the a'rl was n.
of proper age. He had not exhUiitel
u copy of Ihe record to the defendant
claiming that such Information made
ii me ouiy oi tne defendant to Inquire further.
Tlie defendant ttued that he was
requested to llerfot-llthe e,and that a question having been rais
ined as t" her age he made apc-iaquiry on that point. He said th glrl'
mother and others assured him iimi
the pari-- h record wa erroneous and
inai me giri wkii i., yeai.-- ot age. As.
the license had been duly issued he
believed to had full legal right to
perfoiin
the ci lemony. especially
when in answer to his inquiry at the
niaira..' whether any one knew of
in in i.ed'ineiit t,i the marriage, no
one made any complaint.
The defense claimed that the recto by
ord a.-the palish
priest was that of a different named
p rsou, and laid stress oq tlie fuct
thut the record itself was not Introduced, in evidence, though It was in
the court room.
l
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Citizen
The AlbuquerqueWEEKLY
DAILY
iht

fie Remembered the

AND

PUBLISHED

Sty

CITIZET.

ALBUQTTETIQTTI4

TUVRNDAY.

CLIPPINGS

f

t From

Old Village

Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Meiico.

Cte Press

v

WILLIAM. F, BROGAN

W. S. STR1CKLER

Some of us who are not rlrh. never
Tin; vito.u cat.
expect to be. and really do not want
For fume time the usually quiet
to he, amuse our fancies lit times by hen roost of Henry McCoy has been
thinking or tne people we would help, often disturbed
by night prowlers
If we only had a
hi in on annihilating Harvey's crop of
bank necount. Our Imaginary phllan- - chickens. This condition at last
THE oniClAL NEWSP.VTEU.
Is always very personal. There came a burden, and gathering
Ing
ure some tolling,
men sulnittnn
exploits of
recent
from
29,
March
end women, past middle age, whom j Hwano Tumbo, who In now doing
we would like to plnce beyond all fesir missionary work among the heathens
Territorr of New Mexico, Office of ths Secretary.
of
with section
of want. There Is a girl, a neighbor's In Africa, Harvey resolved to beard
Publlo aotlcs is hereby given that In complianceThirty-eightlegish
daughter, with the gift of a voice, the lion, wild cat or wolf in his den.
Council substitute for House bill No. 21S of the
requiring the Secretary of
whose musical training we would like j At the first squack of the hen vn
lative assembly, approved March 17. 1909,
official newspaper of New Mexico. The
to make possible. There are some Tuesday night, calling his brother
the Territory to designate an designated
newspaper
of
a such official
city people whom we would like to j Will to his assistance, since both Will
AlbMaeraae Citizen is hereby
NATHAN JAFFA.
(Signed)
Mew Mexleo.
send Into the mountains for a whole and Harvty have killed many wild
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)
summer. There are a few ambitious cats trK'tinr when New Mexico was
eager-eye- d
young folk to whom we u wlldi rnesri Indeed, a raid was made
should like to guarantee a European 'on the wood pile where the varmlt
trip. Then there Is the old village, was supposed to be In hiding, and far
back in the darkness two large vie- ;
6CHSCIUTTION RATES.
The late Henry H. Rogers remem-- 1
0f
K,lflten,.a ,
,.,the rays
SS.M bere.l the old village. Whatever face ,
t
match
a
ttoM year by msUl In advance
he may have turned toward the world ,anJ wh,,e Har
h, ,,, th(. lljjht wm
ifcaie wnila fcy nmU
the face he turned toward his native ,ook careful alm anJ ,lrt,j. The 8l.
by carrier withla otty limit.
low n 01 rairnaven w us inai or a lence that followed indicated that no
and neighbor. He knew every- aa tMmA-tlmjever fired by a Koosevelt ever
at the Poetofflloe of Albnqneraue, N. Mm friend
mtin
body In the little Massachusetts coast (shot
went more ritr,lv tn th. ftnnt anil
auar Aet ot Oontraaa of Marcb S,
town where he was horn spent much
thc ,0Kjj were rolI(,d ft
thRre
of his time there, did not permit It to t(jId ,
,h(. fani
death ,
catf
Tka oedy Illustrated dally newspaper In New Hezleo and the bee.
grow
away
to
him,
or
from
himself
the r(,a, varmt thnt hiU, bpon
anrtlnm at the Bontnweet.
grow away from It, and as fast as the whlu
lMng a the ml!(cn,(.f still roamg the
older generation died off made friends h,g of New M,,x,,,0i but narvy
aXBTJQTJKRQTC C5TIZKN IS:
benew.
with
the
town
little
newspaper
That
, have h,H scalp.
of
Soatuwre.
the
weekly
gwcara
he
Tk leading Republican dally and
came one or his absorptions.
He San Juan County D,.m0crat.
Tae advocate of Kepublican pHndplea and the "Square Deal."
built It ft grammar school, a town
halt, a Masonic hall, a Unitarian
wen AxnrQUERQUK citizen hasi
US CIirCES GROWING.
cnurch. He gave it water works, a
Tba Carat Kjalpprd Job department In New Mexico.
Notice
the amount of building that
Scrrtee.
system.
News
Auxiliary
Improved
sewer
He
streets.
rise tauwt rrporu by Associated Freaa and
KolnK "
'n Las Cruces today and
nH r. nt.n thm
hnllt model home.
why Las
at easy rates. He subserved to all the ' you wlU readlIy understand
"WK GET THE NEWS ttRBT.n
'ut;'' r,aI estate is the saftst and
charitable Institutions of Falrhaven
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
and New Bedford, and told them to HU,'st wav jf making money in th
come- TherH mav be DO,'n
ear8
We taTor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and attend to every case In need and send towns
In the nouthwest. but the solid,
uvru.
the bill to him.
ae separate atatee in the union. nepuoncaa niuouw
sure, safe and conservative article
It was given to Mr. Rogers to do of real progress on a sane basis, we
the things that have come into the have everything our own way. There
minds of many people when they were are not enough houses in Las
their castles In the air. ces today to
ccommodate those
Doubtless it afforded him greater seeking residences here, and this city,
pleasure to do these things, and in do- despite her building operations, is
ing them for the yourg of Falrhaven placed in much thc same position ao
taking
are
Albuquerque
of
men
business
the
to
to
know
that
It pleasing
he felt he was not giving too much, a hotel keeper who has tilled all his
during
held
will
bo
but merely providing "some of the op- rooms, tilled tile cots in the hallways
t lively Interest In the coming Irrigation Congr. ss which
portunities now that belong to them." and i.i forced to turn guests away.
&he month of August at Spokane.
is an example for other rich Uio Grande Rupublican.
While the railway fare has not been definitely announced, it is certain Here
men to Imitate and emulate.
average
any
one
of
of
reach
It
within
the
to
make
hat It will be so low as
INGKATKITI,.
is much thnt can be done for
eass and aside from the big congress, the trip alone will be worth several theThere
Not many days ago we heard a
old village out of which the lad
ttaus the price.
went a feneration .before in n riiiest citizen of Lakewood swearlntr at the
The New Mexico delegation will travel in a special train which will after fortune which the years have wind and dust, and away down in
In the aame class as the California limited. It will be a pullman train crowned with success. There is much 'our heart we felt sorry for him. Hin
showed plainly that he was
with buffet car and diner and everything possible to contribute of a public and permanent sort which language
ungrateful in the extreme, and did
the
not
mind
narrowest
would
distort
of.
car
the pleasure of the delegates, will be taken
Into charity. It Is well for any man, not properly appreciate the thousand
The Importance of having this territory fully represented at the big rich or poor, that he bear the old vil- and one blessings wita which ho is
aamsresa can not be estimated too highly. X t only are we on the home lage In his thoughts, nor (.uffer himself daily surrounded. A man who la so
become a stranger in its streets or fortunate as to live in the Lakewood
attrrtch for statehood, but we are engaged in promoting all kinds of legitl-aaur- to
Its welfare Indifferent to him. New country of the Pecos Valley Is Inin
the
actively
Interested
Irrigation projects and the government is
deed an ungrateful wretch to kick
York Mail.
or complain at a little wind or dust
of thousands and thousands of acres of desert land. Everything
occasionally. He fails to remember
Xat can possibly he done at thls time to put out resources before the country and to Induce capital to Invest In our lands an projects, should be
(that he liven tn the finest climate on
earth, in tno greenest spot in tne
Bringing the Nation
by our representative men. The trade excursion which has become
garden of the world, and that while
SM
nnual affair, In Albuquerc.ue means much to Albuquerque individually. X
dust Is disagreeable at times,
Each Other the
it neither takes his life nor destroys
st this excursion to the big congress means as much and more, to the enhis pr.iperty. Yet, we are worry for
ter territory.
him and sincerely hope he has rey
While it can not be definitely announced at this time, yet It is reason-Ablpented and will sin no more. tLake-woo- d
The annihilation
of
distance
Progress.
certain that the tickets for this trip will be so arranged that thOBe who
through the shortening of time Is
deso
they
if
sixty
days
any
and
within
leisure,
time
at
can
return
their
SO.
progressing more rapidly the la- -t
HKLPIXG THE FLOW.
afen, they can so route the trip that they can return via any railroad and three years than at any period of the
The people of Arteeia and vicinity
4arake stop overs where ever they desire even taking In the big exposition world's history wince the
of
days
have tarted
a movement that is
now in full swing at Seattle. Such a trip would cost several times the sum Fulton, Steiphenson and Morse. Four bound to mean much to the valley in
days
hy
ocean
to ocean
rail the coming years. There Is mu-.'aifclch will be charged for the tickets to Spokane and the opportunity for a across from
the wide domain of the li.nd
near Artesia, as there Is near
SlfDe sight aeelng together with the accomplishment of much good to the ter- United States will within the
n. xl RoKWeil unci many
of the valmany
yeara.
In
likely
be
few
will
offered
ritory, la the best that
months be the standard run, and ley towns, where others
flow
the
artesian
Aa soon as the fare and schedule is definitely arranged, the Citizen will the construction n'ans of the ocean comes cl jse to the surface of the
to
liners
make from Europe to the land, but will not fluw over it. The
Announce them and this paper hopes to see every one who can possibly go, United States
in the same period of
aiboard the special train when It leaves for the Seventeenth National Irriga-tm- e time are already under considera- Artesia people have concluded it is
about, time to do something with this
rongTess.two months from now.
tion.
land near their city. It Is rich land,
Eight days from Liverpool to San nun- - rlcnr anywhere, and will grow
Prof. Vladimir 'Karapetoff, a socialist and a member of the faculty of Francisco or Vancouver seems to be big
when the water Is applied.
Osrnell University, told the members of the graduating class of engineers to assured before 1912. and by 1915, It Is simply u question of raising an
your debts, square up your account with your landlady, return the with the opening of the Panama unlimited supply of water a few feet.
text tiook or baseball glove or tennis racquet and leave Ithaca with canal, fifteen days from New York This Is what the Artesia people will
ywnr account with the world square." And this is pretty excellent advice to Australia
may not be impossible do. They have formed un organior the graduates of every educational Institution In the country.
by steamer.
zation and will install an electric
Forty years ago California was as pumping plant to pump the water
nmthlng of a juicy melon must be In the way of a cutting and
distant,
in days,, from New over this rich soil. The Record be
In (Southern Pacific railroad circles. There has been an unusual York as counting
Japan is today, and Texas lieves they have taken a step that
Jbavy buying of the stock of this road in the stock exchanges during the past as
far away In hoiirs a.s now Ls tiv: will result in untold good for the val
Sew days. And the buying has been done by'Mnside sourceB." That's natural, Klondike.
ley, and that will, in the years to
sjsjie public that plays the stock markets gets the lemons. The melons are
In Washington thin week the gov- come, ofreiiize the irrigation of hunttn-- peculiar and particular property of the "insiders."
thousands of rich and fertile
ernment lets a contract for the erec dreds
lands, supporting a great population
Europe has gone battleship mad but this country is now chiefly concern-- d tion of a tower 600 feet high, to be ol intelligent and
peoin inducing the farmers to Increase the acreage nf wheat. As long as used as a wireless telegraph station, ple. U isweil Record.
VbJs country worries over agriculWre and not war, there Is little likllhood communicating to the east as far as
Gibraltar and covering the west to
Hurt we will have anything more serious than a few corners in the pit.
IN COLFAX COUNTY.
San Francisco bay.
coir x county continue' to come o
The
toeen
pulsations
aerial
in
has
coming
a little late
at
from the
but Mr. Hryan has finally come out
11.
wiili material de velopments,
tpltal of our nution will miuihI the
wrltfa a round scoring of the Democratic
congrt ssnien who have proven
o
I'itn.ir
has under way a greater
to
well"
our
all's
floating
pledges
to
at
of the Democratic party in respect to tariff
sentinels v. ri
the platform
P i'.ut
and Irrigation project,
on
the
urges
Atlantic
prompt
JtafhtlMtlon.
from Rio Janeiro to
He
work to select men for the next race.
the nortoem eouxts of tircenland. or (Vl'.r: is showing new signs of life
wail : new hotel and store. French
the
Indian who Is driving automobiles in in an Instant repeat an alarm from Is b.i idin right along and Maxwell
If
through
thein
up
M
all our states and
to the meaning of his name,
dhicmio lives
it
i
is
the world with its
il
les.
srn'BI be a most fortunate thing for the children and pedestrians of the Windy
.: nation work. In a few years
grt.it
e
whom he happens to get on a
with his motor car.
Panama is easily within tills ra- Col!'ax ,ounty will be us thickly set-- ll
dius ol operation, and the polar
d a
the farming communities of
a.fUsohull at night, which is going to be tried out by the National league
-l
10.. tropical juiiiile
r th- - e.i.t. and land values will be live
can
kram of Cincinnati, will be a grand thing for the hi. ucherites. They certainly di ,u nor sl.iy Hi,. Mwift messages of in". - v. hit they are now.
heavy penalties for the privilege of watching a game when the sun is he ether.
Moral This is the time to get In
ajrauliiig hot and the cutting ulnls i, re blowing.
i,
It
ii
in iiea-l1 very
i.e of tile uround floor. Maxwell MaxoT oq. ttal. s 11. rupldly changing Inim.
The Chicago Record-Heralhits the nail exactly on the heai when It to city suburbs through electric cars
ways "that Mr. Alilrich regards any kind of tarilf information which is
telepaonu. communication and mai MAV MEXICO'S OPPOlCIl MT.
to his argument as misinformation, impertinently offered.
il liveries.
Witd its millions of acres of pubWithin tweniy-i.ni- r
hours1 time th. lic land open to settlement uni-- r the
Surely the New Jersey man who took his own life the other d
was more f iimcix of Kansas, the
Dak. Has and hind laws of the United Status; land
lactone tlian the
run of suicides, over on.- thousand dollars in cash was Texas, the
can
fruit mist is of Florid. 1, whi.ii it might truthfully be
tfuui d cm his person.
( i.l.
forma and Oregon, the ni' tal min- in h id for th- - asking, so insignificant
ers of
i, Colorado, Utah. Neis th- - e
of nling and proving up.
It is to he hoped that l'rehi.lwit Taft will permit Albuquerque the honor vada andMission
Moniana r. ad in the papers N' u Mi xici, b is one of the greatest
T entertaining him durii k the n xt
teiritoiiu! fair, ir he conies once "Hig Ot liven d at tin ir d
.s the market
opjio mniti..-- . tiii't any commonwealth.
"bni" Mill come again.
cports or ai the
are1 ab11' opportunities
cities of ib,. v. r had.
vvini J.
arc taks unless the
solutely vala.
ask your uiuerman ir tte doesn't think it would be a mighty good tiling
en ailv.ilii.,,
Th- - 111, lie. 11s ,,f Europe and
t. If the people of the
ii
tne mosquito once or twice and help make Albuquerque a good
whole were alive to
are informed as to the crops in
tiirl'
to live In.
troy would gramp
rin;
South Allan. Canada and 'i .1
iv j
New .Mexico in
lo- ill.
I'niied Stahs. and v.i.iiy work-11- . tie 1.1
According to 1 ne iitiston Clone ;u v.N ti n,- !,.iek of iiistoiy. Hut that's
would rival the
milieu uf the union can for a penny ar.m.'e 11,.
i irs
tfood excuse for the preiah nee of the many "anvil choruses" of to. lav.
f q.! Co. in. 1, whi.il in the last
Willie elljo lug tnoir l veiling re-- l KC.Iil st. it.
-- iv
few
luid tin in. cea for
.Surely we are as fit for stated
us y, w V01U. liov s bus developed a the doilies 01 tne world of that Vdv thoi;- ,f '. oulesei l.el's. capital- day in the Column of the afternoon
Mark hand which appears to be ..s a, the a
or, could dciro.
t nienti
1. .11;
and railroad
lo w spa pers.
.111
d..' r or 01 t ins i king busi-i- n
All
are
b.
r.at'utis
oimiiij
cosmo"resident Taft was defeated at lo!f
id.i
thion,-Mad
been
T R
!.
Ve.i,. ' ipllc.
politan, all IhoiiKht is con- -, titrating
Were would have In i n sonitliinif doing in tenths .in l. s.
iiiid.-model
uialioii and its d
Vol MKi; Olvl.MIOM .
a iii. inna
Enquirer.
Thu general traffic on the railroads show a bin u iin durii.g the pai two covei pc.ilcdly
.1 T. :t
I"
has
wouths. This is a sure Index of a
pr
d
,..pthat New Mexico
A
lazy liver Pads to chronic dys- when adnnf.i d to suite diood, will not
It occurs to th- - Cliica;n Tribune that you cannot even buy a leniot ade pepsia and constipation -- weakens thj formula'." ..
fuudaiiie ntul law as fanitltiout paying a tribut.- to at least two of the trusts.
w hole
system. Doan's Ri gulets (25 tastic and impractical as that of Okcents per box) correct the liver, tone lahoma
It is to be reBrettiil that
tWoo! buyers, not the wool growers, are on the anxious seat today.
the stomach, cure constipation.
made no
the last i "N'a'.ive
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provisions for a constitutional convention thlfl summer so that we could
have allayed the Indefinite fears of.
President Taft and the east gener- ally as to the kind of constitution '
that New Mexico would adopt. The
people and the voters of tills commonwealth are very conservative and
the constitution they will ratify will
not depart far from the landmarks
set by the Fathers In the federal constitution and the early charters of
.'u Okthe most conservative states.
lahoma constitution for New Mexico.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
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We Ask You

n-- e

.

three-year-ol-

ARIZONA.

KKOM

10.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
County, ss:
Frank J, Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney A Co., doing business In
the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid. and that said flrtii will pay
to tako Cardtrl, for your female
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLtroubles, because ve are sura It
LARS for each and ev-rof
ote
will help you Remember tbat
catarrh that cannot be cu-by the
use of Hall s Catarrh Cure.
this great female remedy
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to bofo-- .)
i.nd subscribmy
In
presence
ed
this fth day of WINEI
December, A. D. 18S.

A. W. GLEASON,
HEAVY CATTLE iSillPMENTS.
(Sea,
Notary Public.
The movement of cattle over the
Hall's Catarrh
Is taken
InSouthern Pacific main line and tri- ternally, and actsCuredirectly
on the
butary branches has been something blood and mucous
surfaces of the
Nearly
remarkable
this season.
Send for testimonials, free.
every car ordered to be laid out in ttem
F. J. CHENEY A CO..
May and June at different points
Toledo Ohio.
will be used by those w.10 contracted
Sold by all druggist). 75c.
for deliveries of one, two and
Take Hall's Family Pllig tor conand at good price ..
stipation
It is estimated at S. P. headquarters, where is located the division disCitizen Want Ads get results.
tribution of cars, that the total number of cars used in May and due to
go out loaded before the middle of
June will aggregate 510. This num
ber of cars will represent an aver
age count of 40 to the car fully 20,- 000 heal of cattle leaving Arizona
within 43 days, dating from May 1.
Tucson Star.
SVGAH

Jt'NE

A contract has Just been complet
ed by A. Stcinlleld & Co. for a carload of Arizona fugur which will bo

received from the Glendale sugar
factory near Phoenix.
This will be the first consignment
of Arizona sugar shipped out of Mar- iciia county.
The ejlendale sugar factory has
had for several years a rather precarious existence. The factory was
eri'cted In the heart of a beet sugar
country and cost about 1100.000. It
was closed down for several yearn,
however, but ha.s been recently reopened. Tucson Citizen.
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Mill

has broucht relief to thrawanrls ol
other sick women, so why not lo
,
you ? For
backache,
hea-ache-

periodical pains, female veak-nes- s,
marry have said It Is "the
best medicine to take." Try It 1

Sold in This C'ty

First National
Bank

I

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

i

Capita i ana

United States
Depository

IIOl'XD TX) KISK.
couple of boys of tender years
found a bomb in some grass while on
the way home from school In New
York City recently, and proceeded to
light It. As a result the remains of
the boys were so undistinguishable
that the coroner had to gather up the
assorted fragments of their anatomy
with a blotting paper. It was merely
another example of the young blood
In the act of an
arly rise. Uoys
are bound to rise', now days, even If
t iey have to se'ek the assistance of
plant powder. Blsbce Review.

,

Surplus

$250,000

A

lkt'V414
MONTEZUMA

TRUST
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ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO
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I)KPHKIATIONS OF HATS.
The United States department of
agriculture, through its biological survey, has recently give-the rat proo-le.serious attention. The results of
that work have appe ared In a bulli'tin
on "The Brown Rat." There are several spet'ies of rats, but the common
"Norhouse or barn rat, the
way rat," Is the most widespread and
hy far thu most destructive, Hy means
of ships It has been carried to almost
every part of the world, and where-evc- r
landed it has proceeded to make
itelf at home.
The spe'cles has wonderful adaptability to climate and othe r conditions.
In North America it is found from
Panama to thc Yukon valley und to
Greenland.
The rat's bill of fare includes almost everything eaten by man, end a
considerable number of things not Included In human dietaries, an, f ir instance, carrion, mice, kid gloves, ivory
and horses' hoofs.
Among the most common foods of
rats are corn and other grain. If fed
on grain alone. It is estimated that
one rat will eat 60
worth In a
year, while of oatmeal It will consume
$1.80 worth. If we suppose the number of ruts in the United States to be
equal to the number of horses, cattle,
sheep und hogs, It would cost moris
than $100,000,000 a year to board
them eih grain.
Hut the damage done by rats Is not
to be measured by what they cat.
Through pollution of food products
they do as much damage- as by eating them.
Besides they do great
damage by digging under buildings
and embankments, by gnawing wood
work, by cutting holes in sacks and
by cutting up goods and papers to
make! nests. They kill young poul
try' and squabs. They steal ggs. Thi'y
frequently destroy the nests of wild
birds. They have been known to gnaw
hole's in lead pipes, and they cause
fires by gnawing the insulating covering from electric wires where they
pass tindeT tho floors or inside partitions. They also cause fires by carrying and gnawing matches.
Though a si'riou.s pest on farjns,
rats commit their greatest depreda-tlon- s
t
in cities.
An
has been
made to secure lioin the business
men of Washington, D. C, estimates
of the annual losses due to rats and
mi r. The data secured
itidica'e
loses exceeding $200,000.
The rapidity with which rats mul- tqey is the main reason why man up- to make no little headway in
tiuir elestru'tion. The females gie
birth to huge litte is or young, anil too
intervals b tween the litte rs are short.
Mure than twe nty young rats
found in a single- - lust, ami it
safe to estimate the ave rage- litter at
more than le 11. It has been calculate1)!
that a single pair of rats and their
j.rogeny breeding without interruption
and suffering no losses would in t r
years Increase lo more than 20.000,- -
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your Selection
OF A GOOD BANK
Is important not only for the present, bu:
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a materia!
help to your every day business.
.This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

s

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
9200.000

t5

-

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

OOMMERC
BANK
OF
ALBUQUERQUE.

e

N- -

K

M

Extends to Depositors Every Proper AccommodaT'cr-anSolicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
OrriCERS

A NO

DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA. President
W S. STK1CKLER, Vice Presidenfand Cash:.
W. J. JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh.
J. C. HalcM
A. M. Blackwe 1,
O. L Cromwell

att'-mp-

i

have-bee-

-

ouo.

The author of this bull' tin says
the latter,
hawks and owls,
''.iMrny gri-anumbers of lvts, a good!
work which man should
in'ourrme.
Weasels, minks und skunks are h'si;
rut ib stioyers. Hi receimni. nds th-,rsisteiit use of traps and poisons.
J'.ut In- thinks the most promising
l.rie'S of effort lie in t first I
J
1.specially
coticd met lop ,,f huildinus
f Ml lldu t tolls ; j
the1 USe' elf concrete il'
X
!
and esi'ioiidi reducing the
of rats by th- - disposal of gar- -' 1
f too, I sup- ami tin- protection
'.atesipi-ciall-

e

pe

'

-

rat-pro-

food-aip-p-

.
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We
Make
the
Price
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Bugg;es, Runabouts. Surrejs. Spring Wagons. Buck- boards. Mountain Concord?. Delivery Wagons. Harness.
Saddles, Collars, Whips. Blankets. Fly Net.. Tie Hopes. Tie
Straps, Halters, etc., etc. Call and ste our line before you

f

buy.

a

X

j

Scratch!
Itch! Itch!
Scratch! The' more you scratch the
Ointment.!
worse the itch. Try Detail's
It cure s piles, eczema, any eskln itch- Ing. All druggists sell it.
ltch!--Seratc-

h!

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Comer First Street and Tijeras Ave.

j
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DQUBLETRACK IS AN AUTO ROUTE
TO CONNECT

SANTA FE'S BIG

1 11

T!

Between Newton and By This Project Northwest,
ern New Mexico Will be
Chicago Will be ComBrought Closer to
pleted by Year
This City.
1911.
10.

two-trac-

City-Chica-

65S-miI-

d.

n,

e.

Surrey-Smlth-shi-

re

,

at

City-Chica-

Including hotel bills.

ONE LUCKY BOY, THAT KERM1T

matter would be for all towns Interested to petition the postmaster gen- Miles Through the) Jangle Now In an
eral, and when his attention Is called
Dwarf American Elephants
to the Importance of such a line;
many
how much territory mid how
people will be beneflteJ. he will have
no hesitancy about granting the petitions. A committee
consisting of
Frank Staplln, James T. Fay and W.
M. Danburg was appointed to draw
up and circulate the petitions. They
are securing many signers In Farmington and the petitions in other
towns arc being liberally signed.
Chairman Graf also appointed a
-committee consisting of F. M. Pierce,
Frank Staplln and R. P. Hopkins to
take up the matter of establishing a
road to the San Juan county line.
These gentlemen will confer with the
county commissioners who will be
aske.l to take Borne action at their
next meeting.
The citinns of Gallup are also
working from their end of the lino
and the commissioners of each coun
ty will be asked to declare the route
a county road in their county.
to
The distance from Farmington
KERMIT, WITH HIS FETS, THE
Gallup along the pmposed route Is
(Lenseless Photo by
120 miles, by rail it Is 689 miles. It
can be covered by an automobile In
(Telle Aerogram.)
five hours: by rail It takes sixty hourj
Mombasa. (Very Special, by run
If connections are made in Santa Fe.
ner
from Nairobi.) The friendly ri
only
But that connection Is made
valry between Colonel Roosevelt and
about two days out of six.
yesterday
his aon was stimulated
when Kermlt captured a brace of
NEW ANAESTHETIC
pigmy pachyderms in the hills back
of Ju-jThin adventure not only
afforded Kermlt the keenest satis
but his father slapped him on
SHOWNJO DOCTORS faction,
the back and remarked delightedly:
Bully, my boy, bully!"
British I'liVKlciuiiK Are Kxiierliiienlliig
The pigmy pachyderms arc exactly
like elephants, but very diminutive.
Willi Stovalne" Which Caiisew
They are also singularly docile, and
1,1 lie KlMHk.
entirely harmless. One Is 9 Inches
high and the other two inches
London, June 10. The chief medi shorter.
Kermlt carried them into
cal authorities of lxindon are giving
a high place to a new anaestnic caned
by a
stovalne. It Is administered
spinal injection, and the shock to the
BIG LEAGUE TEAMS
patient is said to be far less than that
any
by
a
anaesthlc,
and
caused
other
patient with a heart complaint can WHERE THEY
ARE PLAYING
of ato- survive the administration
THIS AtTERXOOX.
Is
or
chloroform
valne, where ether
dangerous. Special skill Is required In
National Iegue.
injection
is not perits use. so the
Boston at Cincinnati.
formed by a resident anaesthetist of
New York at Chicago.
a hospital, Dut only by memners or a
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
A
patient under the in
visiting staff.
fluence of stovalne becomes insensible
American League.
to pain but docs not become uncon
Chicago at Washington.
scious.
St. Louis at Boston.
Detroit at New- - York.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
COUNTERFEIT
Bill
Western league.
Pueblo at Wichita.
HAS BEEN FOUND
Topeka at Denver.
Des Moines at Omaha.
Lincoln at Sioux City.
Sccrvt ServU-- Is Trying to Trace Ilud
Many People.
.Money Thai
HOW THEY ST.VND.
u.

Washington, June 10. A deceptive
counterfeit $10 national bank note,
bearing the portrait of W'illilam
has been discovered and the
secret service Is endevoring to trace
its origin. The cou nterfelt is regord-e- d
by the officials as exceptionally
clever.
The note is on the Citizen's Central National bank of New York city,
uf the series of 1902. und apparently
is printed from lithograph plates on
two pieces of paper, between which
silk threads have been distributed.
The numbering Is poor, the figures
being irregular in size and alignment,
but the pink seal is excellent, both as
to color and workmanship.
y,

National League.
Won. Lost, Pet.

Pittsburg
Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Brooklyn

31
28
12
25
17
1

.12

Boston

300

Won. Lost. PcU

Flam-irarlo-

n.

for-war- d,

un-on- ly

.

1

1

.

-

-

.

,

.

.

-

in engaged!''

.G43

.425
.422
.405

14
28
.667
Detroit
16
.578
22
New York
.561
lH
23
Philadelphia
IS
24
.558
Boston
2
19
.463
Cleveland
17
22
.436
Chicago
17
.415
24
St. Louis
M MIS M KSSAt.K TO K i ll Kit.
.308
12
The .project of Prof. David Todd, of Washington
Amherst college, to make a balloon
Western League.
ascension to record altitude in order
Won. Lost. Pet.
messages from
to intercept possible
23- 15
.603
Wichita
Mars by using wireless receiving
.590
16
33
Is commended by the noted Omaha
.571
15
20
Sioux City
French nhtronomcr, M. Camille
18
.538
21
I)es Moines
In an interview with the Her.500
18
,1
M.
Flammarion Denver
ald correspondent
18
.476
.17
Topekii
suid today:
23
.361
18
"Prof. Todd evidently adheres to an Lincoln
.342
25
.13
idea
liii h I have frequently put
Pueblo
namely, that the Martians have
in all probability, signaled to us alAmerican League.
ready more than 10U.00O years ago.
U. H. K.
At Boston
Astronomical Instruments were
5 2
. . 2
St. Louis
6
known before 160. and it is
. . .3
Boston
within quite recent years that we
Clcotte
Bailey ami Criger: Ryan
have been able to observe Mars with and Carrigan.
siillieienl surely to notice its geogra
Other games postponed becausi of
pliicul UetaiLs.
rain or wet ground.
"I'ruf. Todd's proposal to ascend as
hinh us possible in .uder to escape, the
Nalional Ijeaguc.
disturbances of the atmosphere for
II. II E.
At Cincinnati
the purpose of experiment is natural
.13 17 2
ami logical. With a supply of oxygen, Cincinnati
2 11 3
.
he could ascend to a height of about Boston
ith: Lin- Castleton. McLean and
I ii.OOO
meters, but no higher, as th-ililfereiiee in the pressure of the air daman and ilraham.
It. II
At. St. Louis
:.l a greater altitude would be fatal
I
'"Now. of course, assuming that it St. Louis
3
be possiole to record the messages on Brooklyn
111 be
Rucker anil Pe l Ken; Salee.
wireless instruments, we are obliged
to suppose that the Martian method and Phelps.
U. II- EAt Pittsburg
of signaling is based on some prin
0
6 11
ciple of electric waves, electricity be Pittsburg
" 6 2
ing a force that exists throughout the Philadelphia
Willis and ilibson: Sparks Meuillln
universe.
Evidently. any signals received and Dooln; Jaeklitseh.
an
be in. oinpi ehensible, but
would
wave itfiial of any sort from
Western Icaguc
r:. li K.
affect the wire
Mais would at
At Omaha
. 3
.7 2
less insti a, i.. iii in some manner. We Omaha
0
.
. J
from that that the Des Moines
need not piii-tini i lrumenis
are anything
.Murl.:ie
Rieistlorfer
Kit fer
anil
like mi- - ,e. i,. Needless to say. too, ,f and Khca.
Xl.irv n nl us b'inple luminous signals.
it. li. i:
At opTeka
be
would
i
. . . r.
Prof. Todds experiment
Denver
New
York
to
useless.'-.
Paris cable
.0 S !
Topeka
Herald.
Wass.m and Thompson;
BatteriesKauffmann and M
It. II K.
A Thrilling Rescue.
At Lincoln
ft
3
4
Lincoln
.3 0 0
How iiert R. Lean. of Cheney, Sioux City
Mason; Melt. r and
McCaffcrty
Wash was saved from a frightful
death is a story to thrill the world. Towne.
II. K.
At Wichita
"A hard eld." he writes, "brought on
r.
3
a desperate lung trouble that baffled Plleblo
f,
l
.
an expert doctor here. Then I paid Wichita
M I.- Atchison a ml
Swift mil
15 a visit to a lung specialist
110 to
me. Weaver.
in Spokane who did not help
Then I went to California, but withI
Aineritan Association.
out benefit. At last used Dr. King's
St. Paul, postponed, rain.
Discovery. which completely Louisville
New
postponed;
Toledo Kansas City.
cured me and now I am as well as
ever.-- '
For Lung Trouble. Bronchi- rain.
Indianapolis -- Indianapolis 2;
At
tis. Coughs and Colds, Asthma. Croup
and Whioplng Cough, it's supreme; Milwaukee, .0
At Columbus Columbus 2; Minne50c and II. Trial bottle free. Guarapolis anteed by all druggists.
i inn-ling-

1

.563

American Leajrue.

.

ma,

.6!2

2

let-tri-

!,

.721

12
17
17
21
23
26
26

17

s

When a Fellow's in Love

HERE S YOU R OPPOR

F.xprroa Wagon Drawn by a Pair of
Trained by Him. '
art

The Chance of Years Book Lovers Will
Find This a Perfect Paradise.

V
5

1

The Mysterious Key, by Louisa
cett.

Al- -

The Cedar Swamp Mystery, by Jane
Austin.
V-- l

V

W K
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An automobile line operating
be
Before the
year Is ended the Santa Fe will have tween Gallup and Fannlngton, which
all but 12 per cent of Its double track will shorten the distance between
line between Kansas City and Chicago those two towns by several hundred
Already 71 per cent of miles and incidentally
will
completed.
result
the short Hue between the two cities beneficially to Albuquerque, is under
Is double tracked, and by January consideration by the citizens of
1. 17 per cent more of the work will
and fan Juan counties. The
have be'-- done. By the end of 1911 proposed line will go a long ways tothe whole of the projected Improve- ward solving the transportation problem in northwestern New Mexico and
ment will have been completed.
that section of the territory
With one exception the Santa Fe will bring
Central
will be the only system having a dou- much nearer to southern and By
this
portion! of the terrritory.
ble track 'between Lake Michigan and rcute
San Juan county people can
the Missouri river. At present the reach the
Albuquerque In 10 hours in
k
Chicago & Northwestern has a
present.
line between Chicago and Oma stead of 60 hours as at
Is
by th
project
outlined
The
Kansas
the
When
ha.
....
Farmington Enterprise,
which
work is finished, the Kanta Fe will say
In its issue tomorrow:
o
stretch of double
have a
A mass meeting of cttisens of Farmtrack from Chicago to Newton. Kas.
In Missoutl large grading, ballast- ington was held at the city hall on
ing and track laying gangs are at Thursday evening uf last week, at
work at La Plata. Ethel and Hurd-lan- which time the tirst united effort was
The actual work is in the hands started for the securing of an automobile mail route from Farmington
of subcontractors.
Oallup via Pueblo Bonita. This
Perhaps the most salient feature of to
line has been talked of many times
the Santa Fe's improved lines Is Its and
not only a feasible preposition
entire absence of grade crossings. In but Is
is one that means a great deal
addition to this the lives of the pas- to this
section or New Mexico, westsengers are safeguarded by the most
Arizona
Improved block signal system and the ern Colorado, northeastern proposiThe
and
Utah.
southeastern
disentire
ballasted
the
is
rock
road
tion has never been pushed by a unitance.
ted
effort of the people, but a comThe double track now completed Is mittee went over the route a year
Ethel-steias follows: From Chicago to
ago In an automobile and made a
111.. 142 miles; from Knox. III., very favorable report.
A number of
1
through Oalesburg to Surrey, 111..
men
have reand
citizens
business
miles; from "mlthshire, 111., to the ef ntly been .pushing the matter and
Mississippi river, 29 miles; from the have the subject no well in hand that
Mo.. 32 they thought it best to hold a publio
Mississippi to Wyaconda.
miles: from Bueklin, Mo., to Roth-vill- meeting, that the plans could be more
15 miles; from Carrollton. Mo., tiioroughly discussed.
to Camden, 32 miles; from the Mis- ' It. tr. Graf, who has been active in
souri river to Congo. 18 miles; from the good roads movement, and in
Big Blue Junction to Kansas City, 8 pushing this automobile line In parmiles; from Kansas City to Newton. ticular, acted as chairman
of the
Kan., COO miles.
'meeting. He called on Frank Staplln
gap between to state the object of the gathering
The seventy-mil- e
Wyaeanda. Mo., and Bueklin will be and to introduce j$. F. Stacher, the
finished this year, as will the eight- new Indian agent at Pueblo Bonita.
een- mile gap 'between Surrey and Mr. Stacher, since he was appointed
Smithahire, 111. The
to take charge of the Indians of the
gap is already completed with Navajo extension, has been a very enthe exception of the laying of the thusiastic booster for the automobile
line, and in company with Richard
track.
In 1910 the gap will be closed be- W'etherill has gone over the country
tween .Rothvllle. Mo.i and Carrollton. thoroughly. He outlined a route that
thirty-tw- o
miles, and from Camden will avoid bad grades and sand drifts
to the iMlssourl river, five miles.' The and will not be costly to construct.
next year the work will be finished
Mr. Wetherill, who is largely Interfrom Kdelstctn. 111., to Knox, thirty-fiv- e ested at Pueblo !Bonlta, was not at
miles, and the short stretch of the meeting but Mr. Siacher had betwo miles between Congo, Mo., and come so thoroughly acquainted with
the Missouri river bridge will be re- the country that he was able to outbuilt.
line the road as lie and Mr. Wetherill
The double track work between had gone over It and decided which
Kansas City and Chicago was begun was tlie best route.
two years ago. and 375 miles of the
F. M. Pierce, who 1ms been all ove-thpart of the country, was callej
entire 4 58, will be finished at the end
of this year. Aside from the fact that on and said that such a line us was
acquirway
haB to be
no new right of
outlined by Mr. Stacher. would be
ed by the company, the work of dou- practical and Is entirely feasible. J. P.
as
Important
ble tracking is about as
Martin and M. C. Plcken, well known
building an entirely new line, and al- freighters, who have traveled over
most as expensive. When the Kansas most of the trails in that section of
comIs
improvement
the country, and are enthusiastic
pleted an appreciable cut in the run- boosters for an uutomobile line, gave
will
ning time between the two cities
as their opinion that a road could bo
be made, and with no added danger. easily made as outlined by Mr. Stach.
er.
N'.JJVl l.'J.vfi 40s
Mr. Stacher pointed out that the
(liaise Airaiiist PaU'nt Medicines. nlan of going to liitllun was made be
Most of the charges against patent cause all the trains stop at Gallup
medicines a.s a class have no founda- anil there are better accommodations
tion in fact and are manifestly un- there than at other places along the
Santa Fe railroad. The plans are to
fair and unjust.
There art a large number of stand- have a daily mail service, that is a
ard remedies like Lydia E. Pinkham's car leaving Farmington and Gallup
Vegetable Compound used in thous- each day. Passengers and freight can
ands of American homes which have be carried us well as mail. It will
saved hundreds of dollars to families save about three days travel for all
who eould not afford to consult a, northwestern New Mexico and west
physician, and they have answered ern Colorado, to all points west and
the purpose equally as well.
south of Gallup. It will als.. savt
t oiMtiilerahlc
time in a. ling east. It
very much cheaper In
It is not what you pay for advertis- will also bepassenger
service besides
wbat advertising PAYS the wav of
ing hut
Our the time it saves for the cost of going
YOU. that makes it valuable.
from Farmington to Gallup by rail
rates are lowest for equal service.

City. June

40,

03&

WorK

Kansas:

!

about

It was suggested by Mr, fttaehcr
that the proper way to handle the
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The Twelve Great Diamonds,
Jane Austin.

Little Rebel, by The Duohaaav.
Otho the Arch, by Alexander B
A

mma.

The Corslcan Brothers, by Al

by der Dumas,

The Wreck of the Kraken, by Jane
Austin.

Hlnton Hall,
Fleming.

by

May

Child of the Wreck, by Ma
Fleming.

The Kidnapped Heiress, by Emer
PIGMY PACHYDERM TEAM.
The Rose of Ernateln, by May Acson Bennett.
Powwow, Nairobi.)
nes Fleming.
camp, thinking they were baby eleThe Midnight Marriage. Emerson
Mystery of Blackwood Onset, fey
phants, but the natives promptly pro- Bennett.
May Agnes Fleming.
nounced them full grown. Kermlt
rigged up an express wagon and now
Lady Gwendoline's Dream, Char
Sir Noel's Heir, by May Agassi
they drag him over the veldt and lotte Braeme.
Fleming.
through the Jungle paths, they being
very powerful for animals of their
"Beauty's Marriage, Charlotte Brae
Woren on Fate's Loom, CTbarl
me.
size.
Garvlce.
In taking these animals
Kermit
C'oralle, Charlotte Braeme.
The Woman In Armor, by Maxir
added evidence to that secured by
HartwelL,
his camera the other night when he
Wedding Morn, Charlotte
On
secured a flashlight photo of a num- Braeme.Her
The Great Hampton Bausk Rak
ber of strange beasts that were routbery, by Mary R. H. Hatch-Kit- ty
ed from his father's tent.
One of
My Mother's Rival, Charlotte Brae
but me.
them was a pigmy pachyderm,
Craig's Life In Now Tork. or
much smaller and "cuter" than those
Mary J. Holmes.
The Mystery of Blrchall, Charlotte
Kermit secured alive. He still hopes
The Wooing of Leola, by Mrsv Alas.
to run across It 'before he leaves this Braeme.
Miller.
part of Africa.
Marion ArdlelgVs Penace, Char
A Mad Passion, by Etta W. Ptorc.
lotte Braame.
The Heir of Brandt, b Etta,
To feel strong, have good appetite
The Story of Two Pictures, Char
and digestion, sleep soundly land en- lotte Braeme.
joy life, use Burdock Blood Bitters,
The Power of Paul Catreb.
the great system tonic and builder.
Tragedy of the Chain Pier, Charlotte
Rowland.
Braeme.
The
Crime
and the Curse, by Hra.
8CHOOL
DAY
PROPOSALS FOR
The Coquette's Victim, Charlotte Southworth.
BUILDINGS. Department of the In- Braeme.
terior, Ofllce of Indian Affairs, WashThe Wife's Victory, by Mrs. South-wor- th.
ing ton. D. C, May 21, 1909. Sealed
Tragedy of a Quiet Life, Mrs.
on
the
plainly
proposals,
marked
Burnett.
The Refugee, by Mrs. South wortav.
outside of sealed envelope, "Proposals
Pretty Polly Pemberton, Mrs. BurDay
Buildings,
Fe,
Santa
School
for
John Strong's Secret, by Ura,
New Mexico," and addressed to the nett
Southworth.
Affairs,
of Indian
Commissioner
Cora Hastings, by Mary Dallas.
The Fatal Secret, by Mrs. BoutV-wortWashington, O. C, will be received
2
o'clock
at the Indian office until
Lawyer's Ward, by Mary Dai- The
p. m., June 25, 1909, for furnishing
The Bride of an Hour, by Mrs. Ana
and delivering the necessary maStephens.
conterials and labor required to
Mystery of Mordaunt Mansion, by
The Love that Saved Him. by Mra.
struct and complete houses, quarters Mary Dallas.
Ann Stephens,
and outhouses at the San Juan and
The Devil's Anvil, by Mary Dallas.
Taos Pueblos, In strict accordance
with plans, specifications and Instruc
SSc eaei
Note Single copies
The Island of Diamonds, by Harry
tions to bidders, which may be ex- Dan
postpaid. Any 12 books for tt, pre-pa- id.
forth.
amined at this office, the ofllces of
Any 25 books for S3; the sathe "Improvement Bulletin," Minne
The Corsair's Captives, by H&rry tire fifty books for 15; terms area
Con Danforth.
apolis, Minn., the "American
cash with order. Send postal orJb?t-o-r
tractor," Chicago. III., the "Cltlsen."
check. Every volume complatav
Albuquerque, ,N. M., the "New Mexby The Upon receiving books, if not aa rea
A Maiden All Forlorn,
ican," Santa Fe, N. M., the Builders' Dutchess.
resented. send them back and
and Traders' Exchanges nt "Omaha
your money. Place your order at
A
by
Girl,
Little
Irish
Duchess.
The
Neb.. St. Paul and Minneapolis. Minn.,
once.
Hunters of bargains, like alt!
the Northwestern Manufacturers' Asother hunters, must act quickly. Thta
DuchLove,
is
by
True
Sweet
The
sociation. St. Paul, Minn., the V. S.
advertisement will appear in
Indian Warehouses at Chicago, III.,
than 1.000 papers.
St. Louis, Mo., Omaha, Neb.. New
York. N. Y., and at the Santa Fe
school. For further Information apply to C. J. Crandall. Superintendent
Indian School, Santa Fe. N. M.
R. Q. VALENTINE,
feting Commissioner,
ce.

,

h.

o

PROPOSALS FOR BU1LDINOS
Department of the Interior, Olllce of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C,
May 22, 1909. Sealed proposals plainly marked on the outside of the sealfor Builded envelope, "Proposals
ings. Chin Lee School, Arizona, and
addressed lo the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will
he received at the Indian office until
2 o'clock p, in. of Juie 21, 1909, for
furnishing materials
and labor to
construct
and complete buildings,
etc., for the Chin Lee School Plant,
Navajo Indian Agency, Arizona, in
strict accordance with the plans,
specifications and Instructions to bid
ders, which may be examined at this
office, the offices of the "Citizen,"
Albuquerque, N. M., "New Mexican,"
Santa Fe. N. M., "Improvement Bulletin," Minneapolis, Minn., Construction News," Chicago. Ill, "American
Chicago, III., "Builder
Contractor,"
and Contractor," Los Angeles, Cal..
I'. S. Indian Warehouses, Chicago,
III.. St. Louis, Mo.. Omaha, Neb., San
Francisco, Cal., New York, N. Y.,
Builders and Traders' Exchanges. St.
Paul, Minn.. Omaha, Neb., MinneapManufacolis, Minn.,
Northwestern
turers' Association, St. Paul. Minn.,
and at the Navajo Agency. For further particulars, address Peter
Superintendent, Fort Defiance,
Acting
Valentine,
Arlsona. R. O.
Commissioner.

w
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Classy Kids From Bean Town
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IYoiii An Albuquerquean

Citizen.
Is y ur back lame and painful?
Does it ache especially after
lion?
Js there a soreness In the kidney region?
These symptoms Indicate weak kidneys;

danger in delay.
There
Weak kidneys fast get weaker.
Give your trouble prompt attention,
Doan'a Kidney pills act quickly.
They strengthen weak kidneys.
Head this Albuquerque testimony.
Mrs. K. Fournelle, 403 .S. Broadway,
Albuquerque, N. Mex., sayn: "I have
Kidney Pills
recommended Dunn's
to a great many of my friends and acquaintances who like myself appreciate them exceedingly. Two years
ago they cured me of pains in my
back, a trouble which I hail had for
many years. I was also relieved of
rheumatism at the time and have
never been bothered since, There Is no
question as to the virtue of Doan
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York sole agents for the United
States.
the name Doan'a
Remember
51.
and take no other.
1

Two of the fastest youngsters In the American league are Hoppers and-oilers of the Boston club. Although they broke Into fast company this,
year, they have created a sensation wherever they perform. Hooper la an.
outfielder and Wolters a pitcher. The latter is picked as one of the classiest youths the majors have attracted ir. many a day. "And he's a better
( uttlelder
than pitcher," says Manager Fred Iake.

Women Wln Are Knvleil.
Those attractive women who are
lovely In face, form and temper are
the envy of many, who might be like
them. A weak, sickly woman will be
nervous and irritable. Constipation
or Kidney poisons show In pimples,
hi. itches, skin eruptions and a wretched complexion.
For all such, Electric; bitters work wonders.
They regulate stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the blood; give strong nerves,
bright eyes, pure health, smooth,
veleety skin lovely complexion. Many
charming women
their health
and beauty to them; 50c at all drugo

Hair Drewcr au,i Chiropodist.
parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door la
Sturges 'cafe,
Is prepared to give?
thorough scalp treatment,
do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions
Ingrown nails. She gives maasag
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of
cream builds up the skin aut
improves the complexion, and
r.tiarunteeil not to be Injurious. Rh
also prepares hair tonic and cure,
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out. restores life to dead hair, removes moh-swarts and superfluous
For any blemish of the fa
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

CITIZEN
WANT ADS
BRING RB3ULTI.

The rapid Increase In our busliiro-- l
due to gtynl work and fair treatment of our patron. Hubba Laaaora

oe

gists.

n

.

Mrs. Bambini, at her

ar

coin-flcxi-

,

' ti emar

urn

jm miwww
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AMUSEMENTS

FOR
BY

MILLIONS

E

RELIEF WORK

rTTTZEN.

TlIUnSDAV, JTNK

THIS RT1TTHRFT.V GIRT.
IS PRESIDENT'S NIECE I

Crystal Theatre

AMERICANS

(Continued

and save money by
letting us furnish
your home

in it It o

Will Distribute for Next

Nine Beautiful Imported Hand Painted Assorted

to the first Nine ladies that are lucky in the
drawing. The Dishes will be on
display at Theatre.
film showing today la entitled "Brother In Arms." The pic
tare delicts scenes of tha Civil war of '61. They are very realistic.
Should fte seen to be appreciated.
Til

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats 10c

I

t

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

ji

Gem Theatre

Tha

Corner Second and Silver

f.

I
!

Vaudeville, Moving Pictures and Illustrated Songs

ADMISSION 10c.
Matinee every afternoon 2:30
Evening Show from 7:15 to 11:15

g

i

Kavanaugh Orchestra always in attendance

1

1

Songs by Mr. Jennings

I
i

j

Program Changes Tomorrow
Free Ice Cream Cones Given away at Saturday

.

Furnished by Hamms.

X

Matinee.
Watch our Program for Sunday.

I COLOMBO

!

'
'

the atre f

BEST AMERICAS

ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AND
PINION WOOD.
MILL 'AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP,

T

AZTEC FUEL CO.

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES

Phone

ized.
"Chlneeo Immigration

001

to California
commenced with the days of gold and
continually Increased until stopped by
the exclusion law of 1S82, at which
time the annual increase of Chinese
THIRD
exceeded that of the white race. Then
the Japanese commenced to arrive,
and from 1900 to 1908. one hundred
and nine thousand
were aclinllt.-Ml Kinds of Fresh and
Salt Meat. through the custom houses. There
are now In this country approximatelSteam Sausage Factory.
y, four hundred and seventy-si- x
thouEMILi KLKIVVVORT
per cent of
Masonic Building, North Third Street sand Orientals, eighty-fiv- e
whom are on the Pacific const an

M.

First

AND

Musical Directress.

I Sandias Home

:

J

NOW

Ol'KJI

TO

TUB

PtHLIO 2

Those desiring Hot or Cold
Lunches or Refreshments
will find the best the market
affords always on hand.

J

I

SANDIAS HOME
Successors to

Z

SELVA PLACE
B. II. Brings & Co.

A short msn can travel at
fait as a giant it be makes

DRUGGIST

his feet o faster.
Likewise,
short locals
scattered on different pages
will often do the work of a
display ad, and their cost
Is a mere trifle.
We have many adrirtts-- .
ers who use them dally.

ALVARADO PHARMACV
Corner Botd Avs. and 1st St.

Occidental Building

-

Expert Cleaning Co.

Is dow ready to meet any coin petition in the cleaning line all we
ask: Give us a cbunce to figure
with you.

CALL UP

460

ur

THE CITIZEN)

tiring Us Your Prescription

THE THORNTON

1

1

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

and take notice.

H

U

:

If yon are too busy, send
for our ad man.

jre

looking tur somcthlns
klippers wo
can show you a patent colt colonial
that w 111 surely .lease you. It ha
ri.'diuni liyht soles, round tue, a big
leather how und Hhield and flis Well.
Sizes 3 to 8. $1.50; &i., to 11, 11.75;
to

2,

shoe tore,

in children'

$2;

2'i

to

314 West

5. $o 25

c

May

Central ave.

Our work Is RIGHT In every
partment, ilubbs Laundry Co.

de-

o

I

St. Louis Metals,
St. Louis, June 10. Lead
spelter $5.32 lj.

'

X:

,

V

i If
,

.,

HkwJj?- -

copper

1

3 ':s

i)

silver

;

-

The Futreile Furniture Co.

$4.3;

New York .Metals.
New York, June 10. Lead

t
$4.35h-4.45-

52.

THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

Cor. Second

&

Coal

West End Viaduct

X
X

T

Money.
New York. June 10.

3 1, til 4

e..n.

net- -

call money

1

1,

(ft

Prime paper
...
ir,.vUun i.
2 pt r cent.

Slock.

Amalgamated Copper
Atchison

7i
l5
132

cx-dl-

130
193
67

v

;

Chicugo lrovisbnis.
Chicago, June 10. Close:
Wheat July $1.16 fi l l

$1.011 94 ru 94.

44

Window Screens
Door Screens
Porch Screens
Porch Swings

itv

116 4

'Pfd

New York Central
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
L'nited States Steel
l'fd

Corn July 73; Sept.
Oats July 53' (u 94;

125

Sept,

--

70 ',4.

rkpt.

4 4 94

AT-

The SUPERIOR LUMBER 4 MILL CO.

51-

July $19.95; Sept. $20.07 14.
July $11.50; Sept. $11.5714.
July and Sept. $10.75.

Pork
Lard
Ribs

MAY

I
'

i

Albuquerque, N. M.

by buying your Clothing, Shoes
Dry Gooas, Granite, Tin, China
SAVE MONEY and
Crockery Ware and Qro- -

recies at

122 N.

DOLDE'S I

Second Street

! GROSS

KELLY

& COMPANY

INCORPORA TED

WHOLESALE
GROCERS
I

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and Las Vegas

75.

"-

--

j

y

i.vv

vorn ckkpit is good.
Wool Market.
St. Louis, June 10. Wool unchanged.

1

-

.

True economy Is not what you may sae today but
it is what you may save by good management during tha year.
Invest a small amount In a refrigerator today and
thus save more than the price of it during the season by keeping your food nice and fresh and preventing decaying and spoiling from heat. We have
them from $7. SO up.

.1!

$2.75-6.60-

JNV.
ffrt '

v'

.

Refrigerators

MARKETS

"1

'i

111

K

T()s or

COl-TKK-

Intense interest is being displayed
in the coffee trade in a uronosition
recently mad by the state of Sao
I aulo,
Hrazil, to destrov about one- tenth of the yearly coffee crop. For
several years the llrazillan govern- bas been buying up coffee V)
protect the planters, w ho almoet have
been ruined ,y the low prices nre- vaillng. A short time aco a birae
t.Slle of bonds Was snhl in this n.mri.
tty and Europe, the security for which
was Hie coffee which the tovei tinn-iih.i 1 houjrht.
one of the nrovisions
of the bond
issue was that Ilrazll
ii'ight export 500. 000 bans of eoffee
a yi.-iand a heavy tax be .placed up
on any exports m excess of thst
uHinunl.
The t.tnnrevs of s:n. r!iiil.are averse to paying this tux, which
was to have been 20 per cent, and
rae a.'ked the bondholders to allow
thoi.i, In place of paying the tax, to
destroy by lire each' year about
of the crop and do away with
the .500,00 bag limitation. The de- ti.--. on is in the hands of an Interna
tional committee, of which Herman
Sleli ki li. local coffee merchant, w ho
rt turned from Europe on Tin sday, Is
a m mlier. Sit lcken is expected soon
to issue a statement art to whether
this remarkable proposition to burn
up a million bags nf coffee will be
carried out. New York Press.

K4WMtMt
Albuquerque Foundry&Machine Works

no-ti-

i:i) I'OHRIOAN.
owner of race tracks, race
and hi eiiling farms, who has
lost liis fortune and now. in his de-.in r. if
Stars is "down and out."
The friends i,, knew In yester years
u!
h.ating It for the long green
coer w hi re tile
of
can not reach them If he
.Note,
horsi s

i

-!

i

er

id

s;:--

Haw-thorn.-

-"

s.

-

II. Cox, trie pramTer, for garden hose. .All grades aud prices, from
5 to H. Garden hose repairing. 70
West Central. 1'hond 1MO.
Kee I.

o

Women

"THE OLD ONE"
Will Fix

it For

You

r

one-ten-

Albuquerque FoundryJiMachineWorks

th

Who Are Envied.
Those attrai live women who are
lovely in fare, form and temper are
me envy or many, who might be like
them. A weak, sickly woman will be
nervous and Irritable. Constipation
or Kidney poisons show In pimples,
blotches, skin eruptions and a wretched onirh-xlon- .
For all such, Electric bitters work wonders. They regulate stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the blond; give strong nerves,
bright eis. pure health,
smooth,
Itch! Itch! Itch! vScrateh! Scratch!
skin, lovely complexion. Many Scratch! The more you scratch the
8TAOR TO JEMKZ LKATK8 111 charming women owe the.'r health Worse the Itch. Try Doan's Ointment.
WK8T OLD EVKRY UOR.MNO AT and beauty to
It cures piles, eczema, any ekln itch-lnthem; 50c at all
I O'CLOCK.
All druggists sell It.
st

If you
extra. drt-s-

TELEGRAPHIC

t

f

Rest in the cool shade during the
hot summer days in a nice Swing
Chair. Get our prices before buying.
vve aiso nave a line line oi porcn una
lawn furniture.

;

st

at Tijeras Canyon
Is

"When the Oriental arrives he mui'l
find work, and to get It will underbid
all others. Even then it is the higa-ewage he ever earned. He gets employment, first in the lowest fields of
labor, works long hours and does f air
work, so intrenching himself. Then he
strikes to exclude all white men, aft. r
which higher wages are demanded,
and next he demands the management of the business. Japanese capital Is now making investments, especially In the purchase
of farm
lands. If lhi.s continues, in time In
will own tip- best farm lands, an!
crowd nut completely, the white f irmer.
The white population protests
against driving out the white ma:i
from tin' farm, hitherto the nurture
Held of the best American manhood.
"Tic Oriental corner here, n.it fur a
home, liut for gold. He has sent to
the orient over eight hundred million
dollar in the last thirty years. H
brings with him centuries of superstition and prejudice. His moral standards are low; usually he has m, family.
According to the census of :mm,
one out of eighteen of the Chinese
of this country and one out of fvn-ty-foof the Japanese are females,
of these women but few are virtuous.
Most are pfentitutes and some are
slaves, bought and sold as chattels.
"The white man cannot build a
home, care for a wife and children,
pcrfotm the duties of an American
citizen and compete for his dally
bread with this wifeloss. childless ycl".
low man.
"The white and yellow races have
now met on the I'aclfic, and the con-tefor supn macy has commenced.
What the result will be, we cannot
tell. We
are certain, how.
tli.it
oUr duty lies in preserving those ideals
of tiiis christian civilization
which
are the foundation stones of the republic.
To do this, the Oriental Immigrant must be denied admission to
these hori s."

years.

Porch and Lawn Furniture

0.

i.

1

at S3, is the cheapest. We
guarantee this spring absolutely for 10 years and It will last

-i

20

Kansas City IJvcxtock.
Kansas City, June 10. Cattle,
Including 3,000 southerns. Steady
10c lower. Native steers $31(7; southern steers $4 '11 6.35; southern cows
$2.75 M 4.50; native cows and heifers
$2.75fii 6.60;
stockers and feeders
$3.60i( 5.50; bulls
calvt- $3.75 'n 7 western steers $5,2516.75;
w stern cows $3.25 M
5.50.
Hogs, 12.000. Steady. 5c lower. Bulk
01 sales
7. 2a'! 7.60;
heavy $7.50
7.65; packers and butchers
$7.404
7.60; light $7.20',! 7.50; igs $5.75 Jj 7.
Sheep, 3.000. Steady. Muttons $4.75
'11 6.20;
lambs $6.50 ' 8.75; range
wethers $4.50'(i 6; range ewes $4.'
5.

1

Haw-al-

rs

Sheep, 10.000. Steady. Native $4to
6.20;
western $4i(ti.30;
yearlings
$6.25 'it 7.35; lambs $5.50 '11 S. 25; western $6418.30; spring lambs $6'ti9.50.

Moat Market

J. Sleytdtel, VlolinL--t.
MISS JENNIE CRAIG

JolltMt

SPRINGS
from $2 up,
'e have
Leggctt and Piatt

Springs
but our No.

AT HIPPODROME.
alone because she was a daughter of
Henry Tart, brother of President
Taft. and had been a White House
guest many times. Her knowledge of
dancing and her grace made her a
marked figure.

i

IT COMPLETELY

a

if'--

Chicago livestock.
Chicago. June 10. Cattle, 5,000.
Steady. Ueeves $5.20 fit 7.25; Texas
steers $4. 60 0j 6.30;
western steers
$4.75i 6.40; stockens and
feeders
$3.60 lji 5.50; cows and heifers $2.40ry
6.25; calves $6.00 flu 8.00.
Hogs, 24.00. Steady 5c lower. Light
OUT $6.90 to 7.45; mixed $7.1 5 'iv 7.75; heavy
$7.201i7.80; rough $7.20j 7.40; pigs
$6.057.45; bulk of sales $7.25 'if

STitEET

HiLVSTKATED SONGS.
4. Cannody, Baritone Singer.

J.

251.

Office, Corner Oranlte and

TWO SHOWS, 8:15 AND 9:15.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday

P.

a.

We will meet any competlUoa

y.

S

M-l-

We'll Please or Bust

One new reel of pictures each

at

$..

NTJT,

ADMISSION IOC I

I!

BLOCK

OOAIi

W. B. MOORE, Mcr.

licensed by the Motion Pic
tore Patents Co.

J

Coal Coke Wood

j

FURNISH

-

Japanese Salad Dishes

I

WFLL

!

j

Matinee. June 16th.

Wednesday

rugp One.)

to distribute them. Numim"-ou.- ..
other agencies were a'so at live.
th-- '
In
The volume of relief e.forl
nay
linai-shntlercd territory.
Int'd, whs trenieiidim j. Tin- y.rai ami
libvotlon of those who performed tin
nt.
work uioii the field was
but the disadvantages under which
they labored were very great, an I
th. rr ran be no surprise If tin- poults
nppenr to bi smaller than the extent
of the relief operations would iii'li
cft'e.
"1 neither observed nor aui.horit.i-tlvel- y
heard of any dishonest, deliberate diversion of toilet funds from
their proper disposition in the Jtaiia.i
catastrophe. Those in authority w'ere
keenly alive to the dangers of the
situation and deeply felt the responsibility of their trusteeship. These
men are among the most eminent anj
most trusted in all Italy."
Mr. liicknell paid his respects to
the army as an efficient arm of relief work of this kind. He told som"
of the objections which are offered
against this use of soldiers, saying
LOUISE TAFT, AS j5H APPEARED
that It In contended that the Roldieis'
training is for war alone, his natural
New York, June 10. Of all the so
emotions of sympathy and grief are
rigorously suppressed. He is a hu- ciety girls who recently danced on
for
man being reduced to a machine; ho fthe stage of the Hippodrome,
is the personification of the iron hand charity's .csake, Louise Tnft attracted
of power of oppression, of force; and j the most attention.
This was not
then he refuted these arguments out
of his own experience by saying that
"within the past three yearn 1 h tve
had opportunity to observe the exten- EXPECT BIG CROWD
sive employment of soldiers in connection with relief operations following two of the greatest disasters of
FOR THIS EXCURSION
history, viz., those of California in
1906 and southern Italy in 1908. Thd
spirit of the soldiers exhibited In both Many
Albuquerque. Fan Will Oo to
Instances wae admirable, and showed
Santa I'c to See the llull
the same elements of human sympathy evinced by the common citizens,
tin me.
with the added efficiency which comes
of thorough discipline. 1 am not able
Excursion tickets to Santa Fe for
to judge whether this participation In the
Santa
Grays
relief work caused any deterforatlon ball game which will be played on
In the value of the men as soldiers. the afternoon
of Sunday, June 20th,
It Is, however, not easy to believe will today be placed on sale at the
that this contact with their follows In following stores; Matson Book store,
times of keen dietress could have fail- Benjamin Clothing store and Housed to make of them better citizens ton itook store,
from all Indications
and better men, and. If this be true, there will be no
In procuring
one is reluctant to believe it could the required 200 trouble
passengers
from
have made of them poorer soldiers."
this city as already there Is a big deKxHudc the Orientals.
mand for tickets. Mr. Padilla, who Is
That 'immigration from the Orient managing the excursion, Is of the
to this country is worked up by steam opinion that more than three times
ship lines and assisted by emigration that many will take advantage of the
agencies there organized."
the low rate of $2 for the round trip to
is
charge made by W. Almont Gatos. see what promises one of the best
.secretary of the state board of Chari ball games of the season.
ties and Correction of California In
"We took over six hundred base
an address before the National Con- ball fans to Santa Fe on our last
ference of Charities and Correction year's excursion," said Mr. Padilla
today. Mr. Gates sees a' veritable today, "and I look for even a larger
"yellow peril" to the civilization on crowd this year. Our teams are both
the western coast of the United States ever ly matched and my players are
unless the Oriental immigrant is de- now practicing hard, so that fans
nied admission to these shores.
may look forward to an exceptionally
He eaid in part: "Conditions of liv- good game."
Though Pitcher Weeks has been
ing in Oriental countries
are very
much harder than in America. Cen- r.talned by the El Paso team, now
turies of toil and privation have being organized by the merchants of
states
Padilla
trained the Oriental to do the largest that city, Manager
amount of work at the least cost of that he will make all efforts to bring
suhsistance. American conditions of him back here to finish the season
living are exploited in the Orient and with the Grays.
immigration to this country is work J
up 'by the steamshp lines and assisted
IS
by emigration agencies there organ- GREAT TURFMAN

10.

S

K

i
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Could Not lie IUnttor
No one has ever made a salve, oint-

Our work la

ma

near perfection

poanlble.

No old, worn out, broken
ment, lotion or balm to compare with down or obsolete machinery In Our

Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the one
perfect healer of Cuts, Corns, Burns,
Bruises, Sores, Scalds, Bolls, Ulcers,
Eciema, Salt Rheum. For Sore Eyes,
Cold Sores, Chapped Hands, It's supreme.
Infallible for Piles. Only
25c, at all druggists.

plant.
Ever) thing new aud up to
the minute. Always better work and
more prompt service. We defy competition. A trial bundle will convince you. Imperial
Itntulry Co.
Buck of pom office. Iiioue 118. Red)
wagons.

To feel strong, have good appetite
and digestion, sleep soundly und enjoy life, use Uurdoek Blood Bitters
the great system tonic and builder.

Very low price on garden hose to
close out stock. Come In befors w
re sold out. I. H. Cox, 706 W.

THVIISDAY, J USE 10,

:
:

and

Grocery

Montezuma

ALBUQUEttOTT E CITIZEN.

10.

f

:

Liquor Company

Copper and Third
Imported and Domestic Goods
Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited
Agent for San Antonio Lime.

Always

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

RHOHC 1029

Pure Ice Cream
:

:

i
:

x

i

For the season of 180 our
delicious cream la more popular than ever. All orders,
large or small. In or o"t of the
city, promptly cared for, and
delivery In good condition,
guaranteed.

The Matthew Dairy
Fourth at. Phone

WILL BE WORKED AT

TAFT RESOURCES

SANTARITA

OF TERRITORY

New French Machine Kills
Germs in Kids' School Books

in fin

An-

pay

"

irLI?

paa
P

household article

that is of more Importance to
the health of your family than
any other is the refrigerator.
The WHITE FROST Is a
metallic refrigerator, made en-

tirely of galvanized sheet steel
with solid brasa trimmings,
white enameled
Inside and
out; it will not shrink, warp
' or decay.
The WHITE FROST Is provided with a 1 4 inch
pace between walla which is
thoroughly
insulated
with
"Aerofelt" and maltha. Aero-fe- lt
la a quilted fiber ot nonconducting properties, so superior to any other Insulation
known that it makes the
WHITE FROST the acme of
perfection for the purpose of
refrigeration.
Come and see
them on our floor.

I

Washington, I). C. June 9.
Further details of the formation of
the Chino Copper compuny to take Hon. W. G. Tight, President Territorial Fair. Albuquerque. N. M.
over the properties of the Santa Rita
Your wire and lott r received. Saw
Mining company In Grant county,
not
Does
which was announced In the Citizen (.resident this nvrning.
several days ago, are given by the know what time in October he can
Silver City Independent, which says: reach Albuquerque on his way east.
For some time past the newspapers Will let you know in luy or two. As
of the country have been giving much soon as I learn definitely will wlro
publicity to the proposed operations you and write.
W. H. ANDREW'S.
of (Process Copper company at Santa
USED IN FRANCE FO R DISINFECTING SCHOOL BOOKS
Rita In this county. Thomas VV. Law-sotelegram,
which was re APPARATUS
above
The
the well konwn financier, was ceived last night by W. (1. Tight,
Realizing that school book gather through one cabinet where air curthe leading spirit In the new company , j,re8ldent of the annua,
territorial germs of disease and are apt to rents separate' the leaves and draw
and li was nis purpum.- - w iiuiujo
strengthens
lair,
the
belief
that New spread dangerous epidemics anion every bit of dirt and duet from them,
the stock of the Santa Rita Mining Mexico will entertain this fall the school children, French authorities then Into the main disinfecting cabicompany, take over its holdings, and president of the United States, and have secured machines which disin- net. A third compartment dries the
install a large plant, by which the vast will be in a position to impress him fect the books at a high rate ot leaves by hot air application. An Inquantities of low grade ores in that with the territory's right to state- speed.
genious endless chain carrier arcamp could be treated by the new pro" hood by showing him the resources
The books are fed Into one en.1 ol rangement takes the hooka out and
cess, which, It is claimed, would save of every county. It cannot he known the machine,
drawn automa'tioallj piles them up on a bench.
all of the copper.
definitely Just yet whether the presiThe Lawson project, however, has dent will visit Albuquerque, but the
r..nn
maiarlutiviitlnn In
- m- i ri ll in r telegram
"",ru
from Delegate Andrews in
ENJOYED
DRIVE
OF
Utter, or date May so. ami uuui -.
dicates that this city is on the Itin- - BIG
to tne suoscr.ue.s ior rtm
some
as
Keil,.railv
outlined
frarv
company bonds. .Mr. Lawson says:
W,,.kg ago, an1 lf no mBkos his west- ARRIVES
ELKS' HOSPITALITY
TIES
"Uwlng to the sudden death of Mr. I
summer as manned, his
la
imposstble
nenry n. Rogers, it
lor(,n
traundoubtedly
train
I
me t go aneau wnn me inupoot-V(.rse Xew Mexico.
.
nuj,
sue or Process copper company
Tie and Pole Com- Damv In Honor of the Ladies Who
Iiusincss men of the city recently Santa
subI am therefore, returning all
Helped in rlie I'lesta Was Well
an
pany
invitation
Hhh No Fear of High Waextended President Taft
permy
scriptions and checks, with
to visit Albuquerque while on the
t
In
Attended.
Mortice
at
ter
sonal check for the amount of interest trip, with the expectation that he
Doming).
to cover the period from date of
during
the time
Would reach this city
One of the most pleasant Informal
check to date: six per cent the annual territorial fair was in
dances of the season waa that K'ven
wa
Domingo,
the
above
on American subscriptions, five Ti1" progress.
miles
For
probability,
the
With this
. ............
the local order, of Elks in their
ters of the Rio Grande are alive with ' by
cent on European
.
,HnnlrpmPnt has beeun arranire
V.
t
l
UVJIIUi of
H rr a. u'fnfir'
tl'irb n utl(II I VJtlll in." I t:vvillllr 111
though the last of my books have Just ments for a monster resource exhibit.
making
the
laJil's
assisted
with-thosin
"ho
timejthe
the' woods and the big spring
been mailed and correspondence
in which the products of every counwho have books and who wish ty of the territory will have a place. drive of the fanta Barbara Tie and recent llesta a success. Nearly two
of hundred couples were present.
to subscribe is In process, the direct!
It is expected to secure such an ex- Pole company. A. B. MeGnffey
Music for the dance was furnished
Albuquerque
and immediate response to my offer hibit by awarding prizes worth while the company reached
by the Divine four-pieorchestra
has been such as to make my thank-fullne- and by arranging for freight rates to today after an absence of nearly a Several
musical numbers Interspersed
acbeen
he
during
has
which
to the public for their gen-- 1 Albuquerque from each county
week
so
dances and added to the evening's
erous reception of my latest effort thut no county would be put to heavy tively superintending logging opera- - the
entertainment. Mrs. C. A. Frank ren
largely offset the deep regret with expense by sending a comprehensive tlons
dered several vocal selections and was
which I am overwhelmed at the sud- exhibit of resources. The fair manThe most important thing about accorded such applause that she was
of
upsetting
unexpected
said
standpoint,"
our
den and
agement is now at work, arranging the drive from
each time to respond with enplans, the carrying out of which In a list of prizes for the resource ex- Mr. McOnffey today," Is that we forced
cores.
William B. Kern, tenor singbehad
way
we
can
originally
drive
intended
I
the
competition have demonstrated that'
make
hibit that will
Crystal theatre, Bang a very
er
the
at
to
me."
business
either
more
in
than
come
nrefty selection and was forced to
worth while, and has reason to be- logs down the Rio Orande
plans,
successLawson's
Mr.
The failure of
lieve that transportation rates can be low or high wnter and do It
respond. The singing of Richard
however, for the reason stated, will arranged
Lust spring, we waited for Carmody. baritone of the Colombo
on a basis satisfactory to fully.
progress
and
not Interfere with the
low water and used every precauevery
county.
theatre ,waa well received.
advancement of the Santa Rita camp.
The annual fair this fall will be tion. We expected to do the same
consisting of Ice
Refreshments,
Another deal has been consummated primarily a territorial exhibit of re- this season but aftsr our ties were cream
and cake were eerved during
highest
by which the successor to the Santa sources
to
rose
the
river
iirioat,
the
peo
object
of
the
the
because
th.i evening by members of the en
Rita Mining company will be the pie of New
Mexico will have in show- - mark of the seuoon and our drive tertainment committee
and several
limitChino Copper company, capitalized .,
California
came
the
like
endown
the
th
Ihliics
thnt
nrm.im.
par value, ?
.
,, ed on a level track. Pitt to our .sat- other well known Elks' all of whom
.,,,,,
with 400,000 shares of the
........
......
wore large white aprons and peroj $. each. The stock ' of the newt
isfaction, we made the drive with formed their parts In a most comA display of
agricultural
Hayden,
placed with
tirnilnnta from irrigation
sections every element of success and over mendable manner. The committee Is
farming
sections,
dry
the a hundred men are now at work planning to have a similar dance or
from
and
The
been largely oversubscribed.
pulling the ties from the river at the
manlumbering
mining
Industry,
and
other social function In the
transfer of the stock of the Santa Klta ufacturing, stock raising, etc., and an big boom near Domingo. We find some
building each month and preparations
company
has
company to the Chino
we
ties
the
can
only
drive
not
that
are being made for next month's
exhibit by the public
been made, and the latter is now In educational
of down the river nt high water, but event which, it Is thought, will surschools and private institutions
charge of the operations.
and
cheaper
it
do
we
actually
can
en
learning, lf made
pass all efforts of former entertainthe scale of
John M. Sully, who was the man which the territory
Is capable, can- - more expeditiously. Next year when ment committees.
company,
re
ager for , the Santa
Rita
start,
get
we
will
we
without
ready,
.
,
,
,
,
.
nut iiciu vui iiiiui.'ss tmiiuin Willi
.ew
urneo Miuruay
rrun
regard to whether the river Is high
New Mexico's fitness for statehood.
Hoston. where he has been called on
or low. If anything, we will give pref- REARS MONUMENT TO ADAM
trans-I
matters in connection with the
erence to high water."
fer. He will hold the position with LONG SELECTED
TO
The scene at Domingo Is a strange
the new company which he did with
one to this part of the country al
the old, which will be pleasing news
though a familiar sight anywhere In
to the people of this section, who have
HEAD 6.
R. the great lumber regions of the
.
every confidence in his management
north.
and high regard for him personally.
The liver Is alive with ties and as
While the operations of the Chino Tulai-osfar ns the eye can see, they nre still
(Ikimmi
to
Man
Kuewl
Copper company will not for the pres-- 1
coming downward with the tide. The
Coiuiiiaiiiler Yii'tory at Alamo-gord- o
nt at least, be conducted upon the
ereat boom catches them and the
big scale contemplated hy the Process
lumber Jacks, many of whom are
Copper company, there will be much
camps.
trom the northern lumber
(3.
J.
Caldwell returned today from hastily haul them ashore. Ry ;;poeial
more work done than for many years
past. The first move will toe to con- attending the annual encampment of machinery, they sre lifted from the
tinue the expert examination of the the New Mexico department, U. A. U. river, swung Inland and dropped
property of the company by drilling at Alamogordo June 8 and . The aboard flat cars on the company s
IwrtlOBT Of
sampling and assaying. For this pur encampment finished its work yester- siding, ready for shipment to the tie
pose Mr. Sully has ordered five more day and today the veterans in attendtreating plant south of this city. The
I tut rffisrw
cyclone Tvell drills, which, with the ance are enjoying a vifit to Cloud-crof- t. firt shipment
come through
will
three which have been in use for some
next week and from that on there
Dr. H. A. Long, of Tularosa, wiio will he a
time past, makes eight In all. Each
train load or two daily unwas the senior vice commander, and
of these machines Is capuble of drilltil the quarter of a million railroad
ing to a depth of 1000 feet, and it is who presided nt the encampment in ties, are delivered to the plant.
expected to perform 10.000 feet of place of Commander Victory, confined
The work of taking out the ties
Fe by illness, goes on day and night. The night
drill work per month. Investigations to his home at Santa
commander. crew sleeps In tents and hastily built
are also to be conducted looking to was chosen depa-tme- nt
the best methods of ore treatment, H. U. Steward of Albuquerque was tunk houses and works by the light
chosen senior vice communder and of huge bonflnw which crimson up
and when this is definitely ascertained, a large plant is in contemplation. (S. W. Mossman of Las Cruces Junior the sky for miles In the vicinity. The
These jind many other plans promise vice commander. The other officers, sei ne Is an active and interesting one.
much for the future of Santa Rita in elective and appointive, had not been Many of the men fall into the water
1:.
particular and the mining industry in announced. Thomas Harwood
l:ut they are so accustomed to it, that
delegate
chosen
to
the
national
county
In
general.
Grant
y
think of changing clothand may al.io be a candi- thi do not
In a word, the Chino Copper comscramble onto the trencher-ou- s
date fur chaplain of the national or- ing and
pany Is now arranging the preliminabourn to work as hard as ever.
ries for mining upon a large scale the ganization.
TO ADAM.
ChailcH Connors, a
foreman in J'UADY'S MONUMENT
says
Mr.
Caldwell
tnere
were
about
copper
grade
low
immense bodies of
charge of logging operations, had a
Gardenvillc, Md., June 10. When
ore which have been developed on its 50 veterans at Alamogordo and that narrow escape from death, a f e .v
properties, and which Is conservatively they were royally entertained by Un- days ago. He fell from the boom Into Jas .P. ltrady, a millionaire Haiti-mor- e
contractor,
his sumestimated at 1.200.0HO tons averaging people of that city.
the swift current and became entang- mer home here, completed
lie begun to think
2.54 per cent copper.
In n big cable and a rope. He
led
decorating the grounds.
was nubmerKcd
for several minutes of A
G. A. R.
week or bo after there was set
TOO I.ATE TO CLASSIFY.
tint succeeded In freeing his head and up
obof long in the Hrady front yard an
water.
The
uettiiiR
fore?
it
above
chunk of stone, perfectly plain
Ftllt PALE Heautiful location for
against
him
the
current
drove
the
FOR
G. H. BENDLE
home hits, "Tixl.iO feet, fronting on
all sides but one. On that side
cable, painfully bruising him. For al- on
was a tablet with this inscription,
Eleventh street. Price $100. J.
waIn
most
remained
the
an
he
hour
Rorradaile, agent.
the memory of Adam, the first
ter when A native laborer made his "To
n
At a regular meeting of (!. K.
man." And there was a little sun
way
exciting
an
to
spot
after
and
the
1
VK IIAVK T1IK UTMOST I WIT
IN
top.
Post. Department of N' ,v Mexfinally cut th" ropes and set dial on
Till; IIOXKST QUALITY OF
ico, (3. A. It. held June ",, l'jo!, the
"It's a monument to Adam,"
the
foreman
free.
OUR GOODS.
following resolutions
were unaniDespite Ins harrowing experience, I'.rady explained.
mously adopted:
"And why not?" he demanded,
Mr. Connor merely crawled out.
Stoneware butter Jais with covers
Whereas, once more our post i.s in down for a few minutes and then
"isn't it about time that
lDu and 20c
mourning by tne loss of a rn st went
somebody recognized his service ti)
spot
same
near
2jo I.'eep
the
work
Bean Pots 20 and
to
t loved and honored comrade, tjeorgi;
mankind ?"
where h" so nearly lost his life.
SOc
Stoneware Roasters
II Uendle, past commander of our
There'll be no companion piece In
A lumber Jack,
who was smoking
Stoneware churns In all sizes.
post, who died at his home In Albu- a pipe,
the shape of a monument to Eve,
toamusement
much
A nice grade of floral design ttraw
caused
querque June 17, 1H0;
"I never could see Eve," says
one of the logs
day,
slipped
matting, per yard ,30c.
Therefore lie it Resolved that .ve on tlielieboom and from
ltrady. 'She had a little affair with a
w.
nt
per
head
into
yd
wid.3
lirst
oil
cloth
floor
ft.
1S
' ply deplore this our great loss to
the water, which w is very swift and snake. Did you ever know un Irish50c i.
Sleeve ironing boards
t
uur
and to the community at deep at that point.
dived like a man who could stand for snakes?"
for etyle and service
Roeloffs
huge of which he was a most
duck, came up ami scrambled out,
$:t.00 to $5.00
teemed member.
without losing tin pipe. from his
Pend for Our Select L'rt ef
We extend our mo.t sincere and mouth. The oiilv r.
THE MAZE.
mark lie made
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPER!
In
comto
sympathy
life
artfelt
the
WM. KIKKK, Proprietor.
was:
whereby you can Insert
panion, his herished and devoted
ut.
lluill it, illc " ip'
pIst ads In all papers
wile, and the bereaved family, whose
TV KENT
By day or hour. Mat-we"
riVB DOLLARS PR TNCH
touring car. Plioue. uftlce. lXo; Irreparable loss cannot 1m measured
Any part or all of the flrt floor of
t,y the loss, though unat,
Ar'Cjr,
The risk Advertl-dreoUlpurw. ti
we
his the Lima and Slrlckb-- r building Is
f lenrnorstvl
comrades have suffered.
now n ady for occupancy and will be
Citizen wart ads bring results.
4IT 8. Main Pt. l Gr.trr
Resolved, that our altar be draped li ,i:!cd to responsible parties. Any
Ir mourning for the period of thirty alterations desired will be made
Los Anrles. Cal. Fan F'kcUiy
to
Cures Imby'H croup, Willie's daily diiyn, and that these resolutions be suit tenants. Total floor space, 12,000
cuts and bruises, mama's sore throat,
I'Tead at large upon our records; and square feet. Pavement same dimenCITIZEN
grandma's
lameness Ir. Thomas' a copy be furnished the press of A- sions. Steam heat and all othi r modWANT ADS
Ecleotrle Oil The great houceholl lbuquerque, and to tht memoi rs of his ern Improvements.
Apply W. S.
remedy.
family.
Strlckler.
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Chino Copper Company Takes Telegram From Delegate
drews Indicates I hat
Over Properties of Santa
Executive Will
Rita Mining ComBe Here
pany.

Prices Right.

Fresh.
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Gasoline Stoves
and Ranges
Most complete line of new
and second hand gasoline
stoves In the city. Prices
from $1.25 up.
EVERT ONE GUARAN- GIVE US A
TEED.
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HARM

Ilui-lmra-

InU-res-

CALL.

GIVES PERFECT SATISFACTION

!

Tel 600

114

YV.
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CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.
Gold.

I

Studebaker
Harness

ce

ss

MINNEAPOLIS
111

Rooming House

24 South Second St., Corner Iron.
Rooms for
All new Iron beds.
Single room, $1,25
housekeeping.
per week. No Invalids received.

ED. FOURNELLE

to

Promptly

Attended

Phones'

Shop

UesJdence MI

Corner Fourth St. and Copper An.
X.

j

They know that the name Studebaker on a
harness is the best guarantee of quality, style
and strength. Many styles displayed at, our
store.'
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Jobbing

ALBUQUERQUE.

particular.
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an& Builder

Ship

with people
who are

i

Carpenter
1063;

is especially popular
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food for work food for both brain
and muscle that's the kind we supply in our delicious, nourishing Butter Cream bread. The strength-buildin- g
power of good wheat bread
Is wonderful. Rut the flour must be
carefully
selected and
the bread
properly baked so that the nutritive
elements are easily assimilated. We
are careful on these points.
PIONKF.U RKKRY.
207 South First Streot.

No Chance for :

Argument

EVERYTHING
Write (or Illustrated
OFFICE
121

compared with the
old style method of
is

Keeping Accounts
Talk it over with us

Ml.

S.

LITHGOW !

HOOKHIVDER
HURRICK STAMP MAKER
314 W. Gold A?e.
Phone t2

Catalog and Price List

AND

SALES

ROOM

and 123 North First St.

Phone 138
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Lumber Co.

THIRD AND MARQlTTTr.

'OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

444
1873

L. B, PUTNEY

1

Loose Leaf Way

IN OUR LINE

ALL THE WAY UP

Wa--le-

When the

Elflauger

riff ST STREET

Consolidated Liquor Go.
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17 NORTH

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
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i THE WHOLESALE GROCER
i
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
i
X

J

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Block of
the Southwest

FARM

i

&ND FREIGHT

KAILKUAJJ AVt.MJti

Sup's Grocertei is
4
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WAGONS
ALEUQUKKUK.
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Builders'
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Supplier

e
Native ana Chicago Lumber,
I'aiul Xot
BallaJaf Paper, Plaater, Lime, Cement, Glass, been. Doors. m.
fcberwla-WUlUm-
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BALDRIDGE

aM.

423 SOUTH FIRST

MBUQUEKQITE
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SU NT MICHAELS
TO CELEBRATE

l,,Cr

THREE DAYS

r--i

College at Santa Fe Invites
Former Students to
As-sl- st

at

Golden

Jubilee.

rr"

The .program for the three day celebration of the golden jubilee of St
Michael's college at Santa Fe has
been completed, and the central jubilee committee, in announcing it, sends
also the following letter to fellovV
students:
Fellow Student:
We enclose you herewith a copy of
the program drawn up by the central
committee for the Golden Jubilee of
St. Michael's.
Ab you see the days
are well filled. The old boys around
Santa Fe promise you a good time.
What better opportunity to renew ties
severed probably since you bade adieu
to the college halls. Come then and
'bring all the old boys In your vicinity.
Brlnir riiur wife and vour family.
Boost the Golden Jubilee. Do your
part to make It a striking success by
coming to the front.
This being not only the Golden
Jubilee of St. Michael's but the fiftieth anniversary of the arrival of
the Christian brothers in New Mexico
the committee wishes all the old 'boys
of the Christian
whether
brothers
from St. Michael's, I.as Vegas, Mora,
Taos or any other part of the United
States, Canada or in fact the world,
to join them on this occasion. It Is
a family feast for all old students of
the brothers and the committee hopes
to see delegates from all parts of the
I'nited States and Canada from among
those residing in the territory or surroundings.
Any information
desired as to
boarding places can be secured by
addressing the information bureau at
the college, a list of places where accommodations can be had is filed for
reference.
The railroads have been generous
in their treatment.
The Santa Fo
road offers a rate of one and one-thireturn from all points in New
Mexico, El Paso, Texas and Trinidad,
Colo.
Ticket will be on sale June
16, 17, 18 and 1) good to return on
June i3. Those livh- at points outby above
side t'ia territory
shoulu bu their tickets to the near--- rt
thsr. jrofi: by the rates.
pc'.'
I nose exiling n tilt 2'jtli, should sethe previous
cure t'.clr

M EARNS.

oming: "I believe the work of our
Dry Farming Congress has had a
developing
in
influence
western lands and that the future is
bright with promise in possibilities
of development along this line.
"We will take pleasure in advertising the Montana meeting widely
throughout this state and I believe
you can rely upon having a strong
delegation from Wyoming at your
convention. I will take pleasure in
discussing dry farming conditions in
Wyoming and believe that Dr. Cooke,
Prof. Buffum and others from this
state can add interest to the occasion
by suitable addresses.''
Governor M. E. Hay. Washington:
"I have resided in the dry farming
sections of Washington for twenty
years and have some idea of what
dry farming Is. Tou may rest assured I shall do what I can to make
your congress a success, whether I
am able to be with you or not, as I
feel that you are enlisted in a worthy cause."
Governor William Spry. Utah:
"I am In hearty sympathy for the
work of the Dry Farming Congress
and shall be most pleased to cooperate with you In any way possible
to make the coming congress a success. I therefore ask that you feel
free to command my services along
any line that will work thia end."
Governor R. 8. Veasey, South Dakota: "I agree with you that scientific agriculture and the conservation
of moisture means a great deal to
the enltre northwest, especially to the
western part of our urate. Anything
I can do to help this movement along
will be cheerfullyy done."
Governor J. 11. Brady, Idaho:
"Idaho and her citizens are very
much Interested in the subject of dry
farming. In the extreme northern
and southern portions of our state
there are large bodies of land susceptible to farming without irrigation and It Is a subject of no small
importance to us. 1 assure you that
I shall
do all In my power to see
that a representative delegation of
Idaho citizens takes part In the deliberations of the congress and if it
is at all possible, 1 shall be present
In person.
I feel that the management of the congress is in good hands
and that everything will be done
which should be done to make the
congress a suecesss.
Governor John A. Johnson, Min
nesota: "The organization of which
you are president is engaged In essentially a practical work."
Sliallenherger, Ne
Governor A.
that 1 may be able
braska:"! trust
to attend in person, the Dry Farm
ing Congress at Billing, and, if not,
I h.pe to be able to send some lit
representative uf our state. We cer
tainly are much interested In the
movement."
Governor John Burke. North Da
kota: "I'liless Kuril. st.it.- matter
my
shall
pie.-n-

GOVERNORS

THE

PROMISE TO
ASSIST
Take an Active
Part In Dry Farming

They Will

congress at
Billings.

DEMOCRATS ARE
SHIFTING ON
TARIFF
u
Southern Members Have
Changed Their Positions
Rapidly In Recent
Years.
rsiersorv

rd

Washington, June 10. The tariff
makes strange bedfellows, a fact
which Is being strikingly illustrated
at the present session, called for tariff
revision.
The senators
and representatives
from the solid south, traditionally and day-The Denver and Rio Grande as well
historically in favor of a tariff for , the New Mexico Central offer a
revenue, and many of them even for single fare rate covering the same
free trade, are vying with the Re- period, good to return June 23. These
do not run on Sundays.
publicans from the manufacturing roads
Any one coming to Santa Fe -- y
north and central west in demanding mentioning the Golden Jubilee may
that a duty be placed on articles In enjoy the same low terms.
in concluding let us urge you once
which they have an interest, either as
more to do all you ran to forward
producers or manufacturers.
And these,
Democrats are the celebration of the Golden Jubistanding up to be counted as they lee. Tt is the first Inanniversary of the
New Mexico and
kind ever occurlng
voice their protection demands.
we must set the standard so high
Virginia,
one
of
of
Senator Daniel
it
it will be difficult to surpas
the Democratic stalwarts of the old that
for genuine enthusiasm and hearty
school, nulcl to the Senate, while dis- support.
cussing the demands of his own stub;
A financial committee of prominent
as to the tariff, that he didn't know members
has been named to look afby
name
the
which what he wanted ter the expenses connected with the
was called, and he did not care he banquet,
printing, ets.
decorations,
only knew that his people wanted Any one desiring to help the good
high protection for lumber and cer- work could communicate with "Tno
tain other things produced by them, Secretary Financial Committee"
at
and that he was going to vote to car- the college where ho has his head
ry out their will.
quarters. The expenses will be heavy
If that was high protect ion, he said land W( hope that you will contribute
he co ul (In t help It, and what wasvour mite to help the cause
more he didn't care
Awaiting the pleasure of greeting
tut otr -Vfl.IV
.
In l..M.t
...... ..111
ami
if. 25 years ago, leadine southern .lull 111
HI CV.'
Democrats had taken the btand they ooosting talents.
Fraternally yours.
are taking now illustrated by the
foregoing reference to Senator Daniel CENTRAL Jl'BILEE COMMMITTEE
Samuel J. Randall would have been
elected speaker of the Forty-eight- h
v.M.
THE
Congress, and not John O. Carlisle.
Friday, June Itttli.
Mr. Randall was in favor of the re
Reception committee meets alt in-- i
vision of the tariff of that time, and
bureau
oming trains. Information
he wanted the revision to be down
ward, but, holding thut pmteetion had i pell at- the college.
1:30. Annual track meet on the
justilled itself in American atTairs, he
insisted that in whatever was done, college campus. Sightseeing around
old capital.
protection as n policy should be
on college
3:00. Baseball game
to.
Mr. Carlisle represented
the contrary opinion, numely, that am pus.
5:00. General committee meets at
protection was robbery, and should
the college.
tie done away with.
8:00. Elocution contest for the
This was the sole issue between alumni gold
medal at the Loretto
those great Democrats of an earlier auditorium.
generation when the time came to
Welcome by the mayor of Santa Fe
choose a speaker for the Forty-eightSunday. June 20th.
Congress, and Mr. Carlisle was elected
8:30. Assembly of the old students
by an overwhelming majority In the at the college.
Democratic caucus. Mr. Randall while
9:00. March
to the Cathedral
for a. time able to block the Carlisle headed by the Santa Fe band.
program, .so far as the House of Rep-- i
9:30. Solemn Pontifical mass. His
was concerned, lost his Orace Archbishop PHaval. officiating
Influence entirely with the DemoSermon by Reverend Jules Der- cratic party of the country. He was aclies. College chaplain.
not consulted by President Cleveland
11:30. Reception tendered the old
Vegas: M. '
R. E. Twitch.-- .
during
firt term about students by the faculty and the pres
Spencer. Chicago; C. R. Richards, anything,theanlatter's
seldom
visited the lit students in the College hall
New York W. E. Jacobs. in, New- White House.
Three minute talks.
York; F. W. Swan. Rochester; S.K.
The only point in ealliim tin miU- 12.30. Lunch in good old college
MoChesney, Kansas City; R. E. Wilt
is
up
to niiliasize style.
at this time
son. Chicago; Nancy Drake. San Ra- Jei
the sentences with which this article
1:30. Meeting of the old students
fael; Mis. J. J. Holland De Land, begins.
organization.
Di nt'x iatii- position ..s to form
The
a permanent
Vegas:
O'Bryne
Las
Florida: Sardee
Afte
I). M. Butler. Washington. D. V. J. to the tariff has shifted very tm ally Kt ne wing old acquaintances.
the Rosai io procession baseball game
C. Proctor.
Winslow; E. E. Ball. in a quarti r of a century.
Winslow: W. S. Prager, Roswell. W.
H. Lounsbeiy, Denver.

Hilling., Mont., June 10. (Governor
Edwin Li. Norrla of Montana, president of the Dry Farming Congress
Iras received assurances from a large
number of the governors of the western states that they will
With htm in making a success of the
fourth Dry Farming Congress, which
Will be held at Billings, Montana,
1909. and the Second
October
International Exposition of Dry
Farm In Product at the same place,
Already ten goverOctober
nors have accepted the Montana executive invitation to attend the congress. If possible for them to do so,
If not. to send personal representa- tlves.
Among the. governors who have
shown Interest in the work of the
Dry Farming Congress and expressed
their indorsement of it in letters
to Governor Xorris are the following:
Governor F. W. Benson, Oregon:
"I desire to give my hearty indorsement to the congress and wish to be
called upon if I can do anything to
promote Its success. We have such
a large acreage In this western country that never can be utilized under
my system of Irrigation that It is important that development be made
long the lines of dry farming. The
last session of the legislature in this
ctate made an appropriation for a
dry farming experiment station In
eastern Oregon, as well as for an Irrigating farming experiment station.
The United States government and
he state of Oregon, acting through
Its agricultural college, are
for the success of both these
enterprises.
"I shall do everything to work up
an interest hire in our state and
hall be glud to appoint a large delegation of representative citizens to
ttend the Congress at Billings."
Governor John F. Shafroth. I'olo-rad"1 appreiate the importance
f the Dry Farming Consign and
tiope the next session thereof will be
In
yoljr k.ll.j III- attended the lust ery
a great sucress.
."
vitatlon
Cheyenne
whi'.-at
held
wat.
Fusion
In February, and believe the dcliocr-fttion- s
HOTEL arrivals.
of that body have been and
Will be of great moment to the peoKturge.
ple of tin- arid weBt."
O. C. Long, Ijos Angeles; J. A. Ly
Governor Bryant K. lirooka. Wy ons. Winslow; K. A. Kimble, El Paso
G. If. l'l rrish. Denver; R. Fleischer,
Nogaleg, Ariz.; J. R. Truslow, St
Louis; A. II. Hilton, San Antonio: F
W. Parker, Las Cruces; D. H. Camer
on. Webb City; Chas. M. G rover, San
Rafael; S. Hibo, Grant.
Alvarailo.
26-2- 8.

25-2- 9.
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of the Ca". .' 'iia I'ig Syrup Co. and the
scientific :: :.i. nments of its chemists have
. ole the production of Syrup
tendered ;
of Figs : .. Mixir of Senna, in all of its
obtaining the pure medic
exoellen.
wf plants known to act most
inal prin:
beoeficia" . . nd combining them moat
skillfully. ... the right proportions, with
Ui whe! 'ime and refreshing Syrup of
Savoy.
A. B. Ha n tit and wife, Oregon; W.
Csliforii.a l'igs.
H. Connors. Rawhide. Nevada; E. J.
Ai there is only one genuine Syrup of McCarthy. Cl.liiitn, Tex; S. K. Cotgen-tuas
the
f igs and Oixir of Senna and
ton and wite, Helen; M E. Houston,
is manufactured by an original Apache. Akla.; W. F. Slinkanl. Silver
C.ty; C. R. Elliott. El Paso.
method know n to the California Fig Syrup
CYalge.
the
buy
Co. only, it is always necessary to
I.. Join s ad family, I'm ! villi-- , Cal.;
It. S. Smith and son, Winfield. Kan.;
effects.
genuine to get its
M. C, Smith. Las Vegas; F. H.
A knowledge of the above facts enables
Hot Springs. Ark.: F. M. M.
one to decline imitations or to return thera Chacon, Las Vegas; B. J. Kerley, El
if, upon viewing the package, the full name Paso; M. A. V. Stcpp and wife, Man-guiOkla.; !. M. Waters. Denver.
of the California Fig Syrup Co. is not found Colo; E. E.
Pinkerton. Manguln, (Ikla.
printed on tle ftut thereof.
K. Eagin Mangulii, Okla.
1
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Wise women read Citizen Want Ads every day. They know
they are for a good purpose, else they would not be in The Citizen. They also know that they get full value from their paper
only when they read the Want Ads. Surely you want to know
what others have learned to value, so read Citizen Want Ads ev
ery day. Start now you will learn many things that wi interest
you. You know how society folks are; how they discard fine
gowns, wraps and furs after wearing them a little whil;. Haven't
you often thought how nice it would be if you could buy them?
Your dignity would not bs lowtred a bit. and think how much you
would save. Your neigbhors would not know thit you bought
things from th ?se people if you read Citizen Want Ads. Thee
people would rather sell direct t j you at a strnll cost than to dealers. You can also find many bargains in household goods, too.
Read Citizen Want Ads avery day and see how much money you
will save, and how easy it is to have the best of everything.
1

I
College campus, the Old Boys vs.
The College.
5:15. Benediction
of the Most
Blessed Sacrament In San Miguel's
chapel.
6:00. Banquet In Armory hall.
8:15. Reception tendered to His
Grace Most Reverend J. B. Pitaval,
Archbishop of Santa Fe. in the Elks'
opera house. Greeting on behalf of
the commonwealth .by the Hon. Geo.
Curry, governor of New Mexico.
Monday, Juno 21st.
9:30. Solemn Requiem masts In Old
San Miguel's chapel for the deceased
members of the faculty, the old stu
dents and the benefactors of the college; celebrant. Rev. G. H. Doherty;
sermon by Very Rev. A. Fourchegu.
11:30. Meeting of the executive
committee of the Old Boys' organiza
tion.
ex
2:30. Annual commencement
orcises at the Elks' opera house. His
Grace ' Archbishop Pitaval presiding.
Address to the graduates by Mr. Nestor Montoya.
Reception tendered the old
8:00.
students and their families by the
Honorable George Curry, governor of
New Mexico.
A PRACTICAL- PRESIDENT.
The American people are exception
ally fortunate in having for president
at this time a man whose experience
in the departments enables him to
deal practically and Intelligently with
departmental estimates without hurt
to public service in any department.
and who at the same time is broad
and keen enough mentally not to fail
to discern forces which seem to be
making for a disturbance of the bal
ance in the domain of international
affairs.
More now than at any time in the
recent history of this country, experi
statesmanship
is
enced, practical
needed, and William Howard Tal't.
schooled by service for his high inif- sion. cool of head, and morally cour
ageous, seems to be ripe and ready
for such hard tests as the presidency
may impose upon him. By pruning
the army estimates he will lessen the
strain of the treasury, and possibly
open the way for more reasonable and
progressive naval expansion; and. finally, naval expansion is the first
need, for there are shadows now
which seem to fortell the coming of
to this
events of colossal concern
country. Seattle

Highbrow Nursery Lore

-

LAWYERS AND
The time was a few years ago. when
the surest way to acquire a big for
tune in this or other states was to se- as receiver for
cure appointment
em- some large concern financially
re
Men whose services
barassed.
never rated above $10,000 a year.
and some not half that, would send
in bills for hundreds of thousands of
dollars for a comparatively short term
of service, and would be allowed It.
Less than a year ago a New York u- iireme court Justice allowed three re
ceivers and their counsel $7.1.000 each
in the case of
the Knickerbocker
Trtit company, and this was for only
The appelate
five months' work
court cut the allowance down to $20.- OOii each.
Receivers do not. as a rule, devote
all their time to these duties. They
usually carry on their own private
busiiH s in addition; they are guided
otected by the courts in w hat
and
they
and there is nothing in their
generally speaking, of such
seivi
diuary merit as to call for the
extr
pay
it of 10 to 20 times as much
as i
can earn In the period of time
re acting as receivers. Newark
th

JACK SPRAT AND WIFE.
narration is a n eccentric character burdened with
tinappellation "Jack"Sprat, although his real cognomen appears tj have
la en John Sprat. Sprat was remarkable for an aversion to animal food
in which adipose tissue prevailed, and to such a degree that he was unable to consume any of it. On the contrary, his spouse was equally precludIn conseconstituents.
ed from indulgence in flesh free from greasy
quence of this phenomenal contrast In alimentary tastes. It was the custom
partaking of a repast, to dispose of such itemB )t
or each when
the menu as were rejected by the other; whereby at the conclusion of the
ilii.ing operation there was no overplus whatever encumbering the tableware to render it untidy.
This Is Indeed an application of rare domestic economy much to be
commended.
The subject of this

ly

itically Ignorant of the construction

which gives him so much pride. An
example of this truth is furnished by
the Chicago millionaire who believes
that all the colleges and universities
in America should be put to the torch
the
because they are 'demoralizing
youth of the country" and teaching
them to despise labor. This Is an antiquated echo of a sentiment which
many "self-mad- e
nu n" expressed half
a century ago.
College men bave long sir Je proved
their power in commercial 4nd industrial pursuits In the I'nited States.
Enlightened foreign visitors. Including
a special commissioner of the London
Times, have remarked with wonder
on the Influence of the college man
College
in business life In America.
nun an- building and managing the
railroads of the country, carrying on
work of the big corporathe
tions, taking the responsible positions
kind of
in banks and shirking no
Philad-lph- la
Press.
work
-

--
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cate fresh fruit flavor.

--

i

Van-derbur- g.

n,

ln

Ladies, Here is the Way to Find
Real Bargains

1

FROM AFCOL. ROOSEVELT, WITH HIS SON KERMIT. IN THIS PHOTOGRAPH. Jl'.ST RECEIVED
SELOH-TAU MAJ.
RICA. ARE SHOWING THE FAMILY TEETH. WITH THEM ARE CAPT FKBUEUIICK

jJim

N

OLI.EGES AND 1NDIMRY.
e
man is prone to wor-hi- s
maker. Ordinarily he is palh- -

e

self-mad-

Btna fer Our BeUct List f
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPKRI
y
whereby you can Insert 41a- Biay ads In all papra for
FIVE DOLLARS PUR INCH
The Pake Advertising
a
Incorporated.
4JT a. Mala St. II Qwrf It
Loa Angsles. Cal. Baa FrascutCJ.

Atcj,

THE IX)ST CITY OF THE INC AS.
Dr. Hiram liingham, lecturer on
history at Yale, has
returned from an exploration of
believed to be cite lost city
of the Incas, in Peru. It is the first
recorded exploration or the ancient
city; it is claimed that until he went
there no one had visited the place for
the last 400 years. At any rate, it
seems to be au interesting place. To
get there required a week's hard
travel from i'uziu. the ancient capital of the lncan empire. Choqque-quira- u
lie at an elevation of about
IS. 000 feet. Dr. Hingham believes that
the place was a fort built by the Incas to protect themselves against atHe
tacks of the Ama.on Indians.
anil
fortifications
found traces of
many relics. The buildings are made,
not of the finely wrought stone of the
palaces In Cuzeo, but of roughly
hewn stone cemented together, and
the interiors in some places are plae-tereThe old water works remain,
and several reservoirs are in good
condition. The archaeological possibilities of South America give rich
promise for the daring ami determinKo.-t- n
Advertiser.
ed explorer.
Latin-Americ-

Choq-quequlra- u,

il.

Citizen want ads bring results,
o

daily
Cures baby'M croup, WillU-'cuts and bruises, mama's aore throat,
grandma's
lameness Dr. Thomas'
Bvlectric Oil The great "uou.ehol 1
remedy.
s

T1TCRSBAY,

JTNE

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEH.

lt0.

10,

MALE HELP

A

rXMAIJC HELP

STCNOGRAPHKRa
COOKKXEPEKS
SALESMEN
AGENTS

Ml

RANCHES FOR

BUSINESS

J

DIRECTORY

REALTY CO.
1888

Established
FOR 8 ALB.
$500.00 Six front lots ea a.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
$1,000.00 A
aou;
large lot. Keleher ave. Rare
chance to buy a goa home
chesp. Easy terms.
$1,000 Three beaatlfal c
nor lota, 76x200 ft on W. V
Jeras ave. This Is a snap,
12300 6 room, good aouw
two lots, stables, on 9ou.
Edith, close in. An exceptions
bargain.
$1300 Rooming
n
house
Central avo. Great chance ror
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS IN
ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OF
BELEN at original plat priors.
Call at our oflice for ran particulars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALBi;gUERQUC Ses
ns before baying elsewhere. We
can save you money.'

Auto Repairs-- ' Bicycles
F. S. HOPPING
Si 1 South Second St,

K

Indian Motor Cycles and Auto Tire
Vulcanizing.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent, Repairing and Supplies of All Kinds.

business orroi;.
TUNITEES

MONET TO LOAN

GROCERIES

LOST AND FOUND

S23 South Second Street.
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
All
Kinds of Imported Italian Goods. '
Pure Lucca Olive Oil. Phono 711.
I

08ITION

By

WANTED

flrst-sla-

PROFESSIONAL

ss

stenographer and typewriter.
Bngllsh and Spanish translation

PHYSICIANS

Thorough knowledge
a specialty.
f up to date business methods,
and insurance. Best
ef references furnished on applicae.
tion. Address R., care Cltlien
book-keepi-

that understands
WANTED
c
general farming, in good health.
No others need apply. Address,
Rio Grande Live Stock Co.. Santa
re. N. M.
170 expense
f ANTED 10 a month,
allowance at start, to put out merchandise and grocery catalogues.
Hall order house. American Home
Supply Co., Peek 44. Chicago. I1U
representa-UT- e.
WANTED Albuquerque
Control staple line. Large con$1,100
worth
sumption. Position
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. T.
1N WANTED UUICKX.T By blf
Calcago mall order noose, to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
a week; $10 expense allowance
Ill
rat moatk: no experience required,
Manager, Dept. 101, 181 Wabash
avonao, Chicago.
j
sr KITS and we will explain how we
pay any man $81 per month and all
traveling expenses to take orders
far portraits. Experienee nnneces- aary. This offer made by the great-- 1
at portrait house In the woria.
Write bow before it U too late
WL P. Martel, Dept. 118. Chicago.
A man

j

:

FEMALE HELP
about

'

16

a.a assist- -

Box 389.

to tend check room.
ball room, 7:30 ev-

once, one lady cook
Central Employment
Agency, 113 West Central avenue.
us at
f ANTED Lady to represent
home; good position; good pay and
tailor made suit free in 90 days.
unnecessary;
reliable
Experience
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.
.
mar-Ho- d
V ANTED
A lady collector,
or single, to collect a few days
monthly for a California Install-oebasse. Easy work, good pay.
Addrss Box
Kefereaees required.
t44. Oakland. Cal
nt

IIir

P $ ir

v3

4 II

Restdenoe, 110
Phono 1110.
BaUdlng.

111

Good

Add ress K,

work

hor.-ie-

,

t

Cleaners

Tailors

A. G. BHORTXJC, M. D.

FOR RENT.
furnished
rooms
and bath, modern, for
Very chjee la.
Water paid.
$20.004 room modern, furnished house, Highlands, close
In. Barn on premises. Water
paid.
$25.005 room modem konas
Highlands. Newly reflauwed.
$8.00
house, . ,?
shops on Pactflo avenue.
n ew
$10.00
Comfortable,
house. North Klghth Bt.
$8.00
tent house and
barn, corner Marble ant 13th
street.
$12.00 Very close In, modern
rooms for light housekeeping
on North Second street
$16.00
bouse. West
Central Ave., near Caatl Hunlng. Partly furnished.
Rooming fees with
$20.00
store room, close to shops.
flat,
$23.004 room furnish
with sleeping porch, all .modern, plenty shade, on N. Second
et. Cool summer home.
22.504 room modern brick
house. West Marquette.
$2.50 per week, t roorc" ar
nlshed for light housk ring.
-et,
West Copper, near Thlrc
$65.00 Hotel Hftrlel'.a. la
new,
never1 orrried. Is
brand
modern, 27 rooms, tie location, a bargain.
$150.00
Rico hotel, $ story
brick, N. First st, between Central and Copper ave. Lower
floor store rooms. Upper floors
have 18 modern finished rooms
for rooming house. Will rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent. Great opportunity.

$20.00$

MEXICO CIJ2ANIXQ AND
PRESSING WORKS.
119 West Gold avenue. French dry
and steam cleaning. Goods called for
Hoars IS to IS and I to I
and delivered. Phono 1141. J. A.
Telephono sM
Rooms t,
and 10, Beats National Gardner, Prop.
Bank Block.
M. RYAN, TAILOR.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing.
101 South Second street.
DENTISTS
NEW

Praotloo limited to Tsbercaloais.

t

Let Citizen Want Ads Do
the Work for You

RESTAURANTS

DR. 9. E, KRAFT.
Dental Sargery.

BAJi JOSE RESTAURANT.
Rooms 1 and t, Barnett BouUsUngi
Open day and night, 211 West Cen
Over 0RMIys Drug Btore.
Appointments Made by Man.
tral. In addition to our regular
meals
Phone T44.
Wo serve short orders, noodles, chop
suey In all styles and other mandarin
DRS. COPP AIs PETTO.
dishes. Give us a trial.

DENTISTS.

and be glad of it for they tell you how to
make the most profit in the quickest time.
Citizen Want Ads save you much expense
and bother. You simply read the Want
Ads and learn just what you want to
know. You learn who is anxious to buy
whatever you have to sell. If you want
to buy anything at a low price, Citizen
Want Ads will help you. You can exchange anything you don't need for something you do. It only requires a few minutes' time to get this valuable information.

Teacher, gr a d uu t e , would
SALESMEN
teach, rare for children for room
and board, or room. X, care Citizen. WANTED Salesman: Experienced In
WANTED Two (rood sized second
any line to sell general trade in
hand trunks In good condition. Give
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
particulars and price. P. O. Itox
Commissions
proposition.
cialty
4, city.
with S3t weekly advance for expenses. The Continental Jewelry
ANTED To buy large tract of
Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
timber. Give full report, cash
want
rice, location, shipping facilities, SALESMEN
WANTED We
also terms. I. C. Cockey, tit Kltt-redmen capable of earning ISO, )7( or
Bldg Denver, Colo.
$100 per week to sell rotary wind
mean
WANTED Good cook and house- - ' signs. If you can get and
business, write Albrlgkt Sign Co.,
keeper for three adults at store in
Muncle. Ind.
Wages $40. or man
the country.
and wife, man to do general work, CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
Mexico with staple line. High comCombined wages, $75. Address,
missions, with $100 monthly adX. Y. Z.. this office.
vance.
Permanent position to the
STANTBD
Information regarding
right man. Jess. H. Smith Co., Defarm or business tor sals; not partroit, Mich.
ticular about location; wish to hear
energetic educated
VANTJsD An
from owner only, who will sell diman to sell tka Now International
rect to buyer; give price, descripIn New Mexlto;
ncyolopaedla
tion, and state when possession can
spleadld opening; state age, preso had. Address L. Darby shire,
ent employment and give referenRochester. N. Y.
tos
ces. Dodd. Mead and company,
nkakert Building. Kansas City, Mo.
AGENTS
WANTED
Salesman to carry
BVnvenir Post Cards as side
IONEY IN SOPASTE Cleans hands
proposition.
can, 8c; sells
d
line. Money making
In a Jiffy;
1 106
Some of our men making
like hot cakes at 2oc; mammoth
monthly. State references. Gartner
Illustrated list of big sellers free.
Si Pender. Chicago.
Write Parker Chemical Co., Chicago.
WANTED
140 a month, $70 expense
chandlso and grocery catalogues;
SOBNTS make $5 daily selling our
mall order house. American Home
National Clothes Drying Rack, reSupply Co.. Desk 11. Chicago, 111.
quired In every home. Absolutely
LK4Ma!N interesteu in Poit Csrl
new. Send 60 cents for sample and
ids its, write for our new offer.
territory. Culver A Co., 171 WashFree sample outfit, highest
ington street, Chicago.
We manufacture comPositively make
110 to
AGKNT8
plete Use of albums, stands. cardi,
dally selling tha greatest phoviews. Continental Art Co., 11 Mr
to art specialty ever produced;
Monroe Ht.. Chleao.
something new and unusual. L. K. v ANTED
0u experienced salesmen
Cat-'ag4(4
Mgr.,
avo..
Carroll
wurter.
at once to sell
it gooil -- 3dres 'olg
in
commissions:
Uexlran lands;
beat men are making tiOO re
AGENTS ATTENTION! Dlozo Cabl-sevir
guard the home from contagII. Mi a month; everybody bu?
ion and disease. Require no attenand. Mexican West Coast Company. Kinm CUv. Mo.
tion. Just hang them up, that's all.
People are buying them by the
.1 PER WBEK PjI'DONB PERSON
tboussxi. Send at once for sample
in each county to handle our big
and terms. Montana Sales Co..
advertising combination. J. S. Selg-te- r
Butte. Mont
Company. Cnmo Block. Chlcsco
ittf'-nVA NTF.1
cuil.l No: lie lletler
M.inufariur'-r'"r
t.
specialty salesman having estnb-lihe- d
No one ha ever made a salve,
trad- - with th- - miniiiK ;u,!
l"ti"n or b.ihn to compare with
It's the one
Hue Uli ii s ,Vru:,a Salve.
lumber companies ir .New jicxi
of Cut?, Corns, rui ns,
!n':ii
pi rf'-rmil Western Texas, to handle
H. It Dress'ng on eomn.
i;..od
nruu'e:,. Sores," Sraids, Boils, l lrcrs,
.pening for salesman of ability, as
Kczemu, Salt liheum. For Sore Eyes,
.
Chapped Hands, it's su-we will assist him to secure otm-Cold Son
agencies. Address p. O. llux HO,
Infallible for Piles. Only
preme.
15c, at all druggists.
station C, Cleveland, Ohio.
go

let.

two-poun-

lit

o.

EDMUND

J. ALGER, D.

Office boars, I
1:1
S0

D. 8.

t, m. to 11:10
tolp.nL

p.

Appslntinents made by malL
W. Central Ave.
Phone

SHOEMAKERS
B6

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN

complete lino of serviceable shoes.
Expert repairing, all work guarau
teed.

Attorney M Law.

N. YANXL

at Lair.

FOR SALE A good gentle family
mare. Inquire T., Citizen office.
FOR SALE Store fixtures, inquire
at corner store, opposite postofflce.
FOR SALE The house at 202 N.
Edith at a bargain. Inspect same.
Chas. Mann. Old Albuquerque.
house;
FOR SALE Modern
easy terms and price reasonable.
Inquire 214 North Walter.
good. lfghthack in
FO lSALf--- A
good condition, with or without
horses. Cheap for cash or trade
for cattllo or land. Simon Garcia, 1292 North Arno street.
LE
F'OR-KAand
Six Leghorn
one rooster and a chochet spread.
Call Weber, next to Hunlng castle,
west side.
in
Ff "lt SALE Finest family lir
the city, 7 years old, perfectly
sound, weight 1.000 pounds. Also
established
harness and buggy If desired. 315 FOR RALE Profitable,
IRA M. BOND
business. Owner must leave city.
West Lead.
Inquire Citizen offke.
Attorney at
fOR. SALE A Sue iiarauiaa piano, CA PITA L f urn ished for " meritorious
good as new, beautiful tone. A
isstuck
enterprises;
bond
and
Land Patents, Copywrbrbts,
chance to possess an Instrument of
sues sold .n commission; compan- Pensions.
Oaveats, Letter Psxents, Traee
unexcelled msko at Just half what
organized.
negotiated.
ies
loans
Whit-son's
Marks, Claims.
it Is worth. On exhibit at
Address with full particulars. Met- $6 P Street N. W. Washington, D. O.
Music store, 114 boats Ret
company,
131
ropolitan
Investment
ond street. Albuquerque.
La Salle street. Chicniro.
THOS. K. D. MADISON
t--

Furnished

Business Opportunities

lw.

LOST

and

FOUND

PERSONAL

elotheg,
LOST Satchel, containing
Wednesday afternoon, June 2. Return to C.li.i n ot!u .
between 1308
LOST' A K"ld colli,
Soyh Second street, and State NaP.eAard for riturn
tional bank.
t) this office.
In
olind
LOST Small grey mnre,
left i ye. rtrand J. & J S. Notify
or drop card to luu6 So. Walter stand receive reward.

KILLthe COUCH
AND

j

tIo:;

olnt-inen-

EHscovcrv

:

Office, 117 West Gold Avo.

INSURANCE

A. E. WALKEK

June

Hat-i.i-

r

),

to ctD and regUter.
O. J. KRAEMElt,
Secretary.

C. 11.

I havo in my possession a prescription for nervous debility, lack of vigor, weakened manhood, falling memory and lame back, brought on by
excesses, unnatural drains or the fol-lof youth, that has cured so many
is

In

Chronic Diseases. Offices

AnfODCfendlnf s ketch nd Omertntlon w.vi
niii'.'
qiilrfc'r or.fttii our opinionnhffrc
CTJDlTllt.riiCfc
A.
h..unilnn la nri.hsti.l rnal Anf
tloiitrtct)f eoiiUrteiittitl. torHANUBOOH on Ptnu
erurtrff Dtmu
ntfencf
fr4. Olflmt
rmtnu
tUen throucti Hi una A W.
j
tjxrUU notice without thurg
lutn

tcii

Scientific Jlmericdti
A bandaometftllnntratM
klT.
rulaltoQ of nr prionlldA Jmirnal,
jonri four montb, U Bold

Titr--

et
13

'rai.
rwdelr
lllHew
YorK

& Co nn-MM
BU Wiuhli.tua.D.C.
BrocttCflk.
n.

tek V

worn and nervous men right in then
homes without any additional
help or medicine that I think ever
man who wishes to regain Ms manly
power and virility, quickly and quietly, should have a copy. So. I have
determined to send a copy of the prescription, free of charge, in a plain,
ordinary
sealed envelope, to any
man ho will write tne f jr it.
Tliis prescription
comes from s
physician who has made a special
nu.ly of nun, and 1 am convinced 11
i.-the surest-actincombination foi
the cure of e,i, int manhood an!
e
ever put together.
1 think
I owe
it to my felljw met
to send tin in u copy In confidence,
so that any in. in, anywhere who Is
weak .in! i;courug-twith repeated
fulluns
t.) drugging himself
patent
with liarmtitiil
medicines, secure what. I tel. eve. is tn-- j nuickest-nctinrestorative, upbuilding.
remedy ever devised,
and su. cuie hunstlf at home quietly
and quickly. Just drop me a line like
this: Ir. A. K R.iblnson, 4753 Lues
Hldg. Detroit, Slich., and I alii send
you a copy of this splendid reeelpt,
in a plain, ordinary sealej envelope,
fi ce wf charge.
own

g

mi

J

'

i

;

a

i

l

SPOT-YolVHIX- t;

.KM I

M. U. U. O.

N. T. Armljo Building.

Traoc Marks

vigor-failur-

Osteopath.
Specialist

Mi

Gentleman Will Send It Confidentially, Free and Sealed,
to Every Weak and Unable Man Who Writes for It.

Outre y Avenue

tOXNOU,

j

Free Receipt for Weak Men

tu-irai- .

I'Uoiic 10".
All ftUsMturlans are requested

I

Dealer in sewing machines and a
their parts; bicycles, typewriters and
creamery supplies.
Expert repairer
or locks; keys made nd fitted; blcy
cles, typewriters
and sewing ma
chines repaired. Albuquerque, N. M

OSTEOPATH

U.

i

60 YEARS
"V EXPERIENCE

et

- Mutual Bolldmg Assoolatloa

1I Wert

tllMeM.

i

CIIAS. HEWITT,
117 South Third St.

Fire lasmranco
Becretar-

Fort Wingate, N. iM.. June 4, 190$.
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
received until 11 a. m. June 21, 1901.
and then opened, for repairs to hos
pital and other public buldlngs here.
Information furnished on application.
Right reserved to reject or accept any
or all bids or any part thereof. En
to be
velopes containing
bide
marked: "Proposals for Repairs te
Buildings,"
and addressed
Public
Quartermaster.

DeatoN

Sewing Machines

Io-'-

Ilesiliiisrter-- . nt rii'mi 4.
,!, nd find
bolldliir.

HOe

CIIXNG LEE
(C. O. D. Laundry.)
Chinese Laundry, 307 South Second
Street.
Only first class work done and sat
guaranteed.
Laundry called
Isfactlon
for and delivered.

r.--

iv.

VVACT.

...
A
?WOLOi
RHH'
.ilbotlI.fr-- .
J
n
f TMSfisT W l.'Vf! TBOUPI tS.
4 O.'t KC.'V llX.
J.Viiti.
I HLi

at

Law

LAUNDRIES

Trouble Makers Ousted.
from stomach
When a suff r
B. A. BLKTSTEM
trouble takes Ir. King's New Life
Pills he's mighty glad to sc his Uys-- ;
I n trance. Heal Estate, Notary
pepsiu and lndig"t on fly, but more
PabUo.
tickle, over his new, fine ap
petite, strong nervs, healthy vigor,
Rooms 1$ and 14, Cromwell Blk.
all because stom 'i. liver and kid- New kfrilce
Albucjuerqae
ne;- now work r.t'ht. Je at all drugThe MLsnourl Society of New
Sfexico m'lii llie brcond Wednesday - of racli iiionih at Otlil
I el lowshall, 3J1 (MJUth ti.-oiii-l
ineetlnt Wednee-i- l
trrvU Ne

Or. King's

j

!

Attorney

gist.

CURE the LUNC8

WITH

AUTHORS seeklrr a publisher should
communicate v., in the Cochrane
Publishing eompar.v. 377 Tribune
building. New York it y.
j

219 Wmtt Gold Avonum

Office First NaUonal Dank BaUAUtf. Boot and Shoe .Maker, 115 S. Third St
Albaquerque, New Mexico.
Men's Shoes.
$1.00
Soles and Heels, nailed
$1.60
Vi Soles and Heels, sewed,
K. W. DOBSON
Ladlce' Shoes.
71c
H Soles and Heels, nailed
Attorney at Law.
$1.2$
Soles and Heels, aewed
Only the very beet rock-oa- k
sole
Office, OoiwweU Block.
leather used and absolute satisfac
Albnquaque, New Mexico.
All work guaran
tion guaranteed.
teed. All work given prompt atten
tlon.
JOSE C. ESPLNOSA

(Llcenslado.)
Will Do a General Practice In
FOR RENT For Rent cards at The
Courts.
Citizen office.
Room It, Armljo block, Albuquerque,
New Mexico,
FOR RENT A modern 5 room cot- tage. 415 South Fifth street. In
quire 515 New York avenue.
MODESTO c. onnz.
FOR KENT Four room rurnlsned
w.
At torncy-- a
house, $14 per month, Southwest(Llcenslado.- ern Realty Co., 101 E. Central.
es.
Rooms S and 5, Armljo Block, 304 H
FOR RENT 4 to 8 room-housW. Central ave. Albuquerque,
Southern hotel, store rooms and ofNew Mexico.
fices. W. H. McMillion, real estate
broker. 211 W. Cold.
John A. White
John W. Wilson
Rooms
WILSOX & W1UTE.
FOR RENT Furnished Rooms for
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
Rent cards at The Citizen office.
fFOR
Modern
furnished
RENT
Will do a general practice in
front room. Aleo barn in business
All Courts.
center. 303 'a W. Central avenue,
Rooms 15, 17, and 1, Cromwell
lsldg, Albuquerque, N. SI.

ln-n- s

P. LTTECCCI.
North First Street.
Sole agent for Famous Roberts
Rami "Star" Shoes; also
Johnson
105

FOR REN1

FOR SALE

ts

;s.-i-

311 South First Street.
Cafe, lunch counter and lunch sup
plies. Opposite Santa Fo depot Fur
nlshed rooms by day or week.

N. T. Armljo Building.

Attorney

rare Citizen,

JACOB FLAMING.

Room 11.

must

W ANTED

.
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-

WANTED
WANTED

proprietors of the new real estate of
at 117 West Gold avenue, are pre
pared to serve the publlo along all
and Bmrgeom.
real estate lines. List your property
us.
with
Soatii Walter Street,
Office,
BaraeH
Pbeae. SIT.
&

Ptjystotaa

MALE HELP

GOLD AVENUE REALTY CO.
M. Sollle and Edward LeBreton,

J.

L. BURTON, M. D.

SOLOMON

of-Ic-

WANTED Girl
ant in office.
WANTED Girl
Apply Elks'
enings.
V ANTED
At
and waitress,

REAL ESTATE

CARDS

j

--

a nmxiNi.

ns

WANTED-Posltlo-

El

T

HOUSES FOR SAI li

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

TO REN

ROOMS

Classified Mds

CLERKS

j

Clearing House for the People's Wants

I

HOUSES FOR RI.XT

mi I Jf ill

T

i).

V

J

1

rAftK UGH-

HTrrTOUT!'ROTTK

-

CITIZEN.

visiting companion' are welcome. By
order of the
IV Harry Hrautn, secretary.

'

Hon. Solomon I. ana arrived from
I .os
I. unas last evening umi win re- m.iin here, for
nil days looking
after bis many ti t rests in this city.
There will be a reguur meeting of
III.,IIM1'ili t( llltlllli li ' .
iiv
tonight at eight o'clock in the K. of
P. 'Hull, Ellis building. A number of
candidates to le:.rn the mysteries
i

RELIABLE SHOES
At Reasonable Prices

IT ISN'T AM, IHM
Unit you get In 1 glass of our soda.
Just enough to give It a fizz and a
sparkle. Th rest is nil gnml noMiI

T IS a mistaken idea that good shoes cannot be had at
low cost. Our lines controvert this theory most forcibly
It would be impossible to secure more real style, more
real quality, more perfect fit. Our shoes are absolutely the
lujjhat possible value for the price. An inspection will
easily convince you.
$2 00

Men's High Shoes
Men's Low Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Shoes and Slippers for Children

$i--

5

to $5.00
to $4.00

$1.65 to $5.00
$1 50 to $4.00
$1.25 to $2.75

sarin.
You will find one glass enough to
Hut you'll nut
quench any thirst.
find one glass enough to satisfy your
beverage, i'f you could drink as much
as y.m wanod to you would never

stop.

SCirCTT CANDT CO.
Scnd Door North of P. O.

PERSONAL.
PARAGRAPHS

and a good attendance is desired. J.
11. I.osey,
consul.
The Presbyterian Brotherhood Invites the public tmiight to an open
meeting In the church and the subject announced "Religion and Law"
and the
with the good speakers
certainly
will
program
musical
enjoyment
guarantee an evening of
and profit.
We wish to extend our heartfelt
thanks to those who were so kind
to us during the sickness and death
of Mr. J. J. McShane especially the
Knights of Columbus nnd the American Lumber company employes.
Mrs. Ora .MeShunc, Mr. and Mrs. G.
A. Wagoner.
It's Just like handing you a bunch
of money. Our knowledge is yous
for the asking. A reduction of $1. on
men's and 60c on ladles' oxfords. All
marked In our window. Come and
take a look. Chaplin's, 121 West Central avenue.
Probably no man or woman does
not sometimes wonder how to reconcile acts which appear to be allowed
by the law of the land with the
of their consciences; go to the
Presbyterian church tonight and listen to what eminent attorneys think
of these things.
dlc-tate- rs

9

Slionkl yon fall to receive The
Evening OitUort, call op the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
o. 80, and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger.

Messrs.

A.

B.

McMillan,
J. Collins.

Tiirnsn.w. .ivsv.

10.

ion.

SMALOY'Sf Yoa Want Your

Clothes to Fit,

FOR

J

Iced Tea

of course; some men consider fit so important
that they pay extra prices for it; or send thdr
measurements away to some unknown maker; or go to other trouble, thinking that fit in
clothes is a matter of exact inches this way

we have
Chase

&

Sanborn's

EMPEROR'S BLEND

or that.
Fit is in the way clothes hang; the des'gner
has more to do with it than any one else; if
he drapes the garment right and you get your
general size, the clothes will fit.
That's why Hart, Schaffner & Marx
clothes fit so well; they're designed (or it. And
the fit lasts, because of
fabrics, thorough tailoring and the right models.

in half pound packages

40c a Package
TRY IT

tA.
X

J. MALOY

all-wo-

Phone 72

We Want You to Wear

4

&

sides his wife he leaves a two year
old daughter. Fred Tregankls. brother of the dead man, Is expected in
the city from Portland, Ore., tonight.
Mrs. Tregaskls and daughter will return to England In the near future
to make their home.
BROKE

IN THE

ol

Hart Schaffner

Marx for the Good You'll
Get Out of Them.
SUITS $20.00 to $35.00

Central

venue
Clothier

DOOR

Frank

A.
B.
H.
Ackerman,
CLOTHES
Stroup and Thos. X. Wllkerson will
speak tonight in the Preshyterlar
CO OAS
NEW
church on the various phases of the
questions (ash Buyers Colon Suffers
Visit Faywood Hot Springs.
but Important
delicate
V1h
arising from the attempt to apply
IVom Burglars,
Try Olorieta beer. Phone 482.
RESORT
moral and ethical principles to the
Night.
Insure In the Occidental Life.
ordinary affairs of life.
),,,. 0r n,(.
W. S. Prayer, of Rnswcll.
spent
l'aiMil Hot Sorbin
Price
Where Quality-Meet- s
who
M..
Em1l Bibo of Ribo, N.
Most PiHll.tful anil lleullll GivThe Cash Buyers Union, William
yesterday here on business.
reported Dolde, proprietor, at 122 Xorth Secing PIik'c.m Known. Ilis Every
Dance tonight Elks ball room. Ad spent yesterday in the city
Convenience.
that he had sold thrci carloads or ond street, was robbed last night
mission free; Bo per dance.
wool which was delivered from the of clothing and merchandise to the
vamp
C.
Henry
In
!s
with
Beach,
of
short
P'aso.
cut
El
The Style shown herewith is unusually attractive,
j wool
scouring mills In this city. His value of $50. The robbery was disThere Is one place in Xew Mexico
tile city on business for a few days. brother Ben Bibo also sold four car covered
and fitting so snuggly over the iostep as to present a verv trim effect
this morning when an emalmost equals the old fables of
acd pr vent slipping at the heel.
Faywood Hot Springs cures rheu loads of wool. They report that ploye of the store discovered that that
the fountain of perpetual youth, pos
Best hotel accommoda they received top prices. Emi! Bibo the rear door had been 'broken In. sessing all the virtues of healthful
matism.
tions.
also arranged for the sab- of three
The burglar had smashed in the benetits, of climate, environment and
Warren Blanton, of 323 South carloads of cattle while here.
door with a large rock and then re- beauty that can be found at any or
1
an Iron bar which was sup- of the muchly known and famous
Fifth street, will leave this evening
John C. Joyce, age 28 years and moved
Chicago.
posed to hold the door
place health resorts iii the country, yet It
in
for
at
years
a
switchman
several
for
'
SATURDAY, JUNE 12
attack. The work was evi- ic little known to the citizens of the
Miss Nancy Drake, a school teach
Winslow, Arizona, died at the Santa against
er of San Rafael. X. M., is in the city Fe hospital at 11:30
o'clock this dently done by two people as there tirritory. For tiny, in looking to rind
visiting friends.
.
morning. His home was at Canaan, are two suits of clothing size 7,37. and a pleasant and healthful retreat from
LOTS OF FUN
misspairs of shoes, size No.
bumy cares during the healed months
R. J. Vanstan has gone to Pitts Conn., and a sister living in that city two
ing.
to
a,
Other
value
merchandise
the
to
near
of
seldom
resort
a
think
Is
she
until
burg, where he will remain several has been notified and
m
their homes.
.
weeks on 'business.
heard from no funeral arrangements of $."0 was taken
Regular Dances Tuesday,
A roomer at the Grand Central hoFaywood Hot Springs
was a member In
most
He
be
will
made.
Thursday and Saturday
Simon Bibo of Grants, X. M., Is good standing of both the Elks and tel suid he heard the noise the burg valuable natural gift to nature's
the territory,
spending a few days In the city a
be lar made when he broke In the door. nestles among the "City of Rocks" in
arid Interment will
Eugles
the
guest at the Sturges hotel.
5 Cents Per Dance
He said he heard the crash as the the southern portion of Xew Mexico,
made In this city, at his request.:
rock came in contact with the door, with the most perfect and even cliMiss Sadie O'Bryne arrived In the
by
Over $200 has been subscribed
about 10 o'clock, but he didn't
mate, both In winter and summer,
city last night from Las Vegas and
Citizens of Albuquerque for reGOOD MUSIC
that is to be found in the
will remain a short time, the guest the
leadroad
avenue
Silver
pairing
the
wi'h elegant drives, beau
of friends .
be
will
work
Mesa
to
and
ing
the
of
pair
a
with
you
us
fit
If you want prettier and more stylish feet let
tiful scenery and a flowing npring of
Thomas McCormick expects to commenced in a few days on that
health, the water of which analyses
our new button oxfords. They are the nobbiest styles you've seen in
leave this evening fur a visit of sev thoroughfare. Each day sees more TELLS GRADUATES 70
more curative properties than any
eral weeks to friends and relatives names added tv the long list of submaovadjv. In all the various leathers and all moderately priceu
And
to .
other one natural snrin&r
in Chicago.
All shoes carefully fitted.
scribers. All over the amount needed
A BLUFF" those suffering
rheumatism,)
from
Julian Sandoval and wife, of San in the repairing of the road will be
PHONE US ABOUT OUR
kidney, liver or bladder troubles, ma-- !
Miguel. X. M., arrived In the city utilized in keeping up repairs on the
laria or diooci aisoraers. ine springs,
last evening and will remain here for twelve blocks on that road as long as Judge
perFaywood Hot Springs, offers a
Young lawyers
Advise
few days.
the surplus lasts.
fect and speedy cure.
They
On
Even
Xevcr
if
Lrl
giving
.South
734
wood
haulers
Mrs. C. H. Morse of
Three native
Situated in a most commanding poKnow They Are Beaten.
Walter street, accompanied by Mrs. their names a Jaramillo, Espinosa
sition, on a beautiful ledge, among a
before
trees, is the beautigrove of maji-ntiIda Thomas and Miss Ella Morse, and Garcia were brought
Chicago, June 10. "Von must ru.i ful Hotel Consullo, an imposing strucleft this morning for an extended Judge Craig this morning In police
eastern trip.
court, charged with the theft of two many a cold, nervy bluff and cannot ture of old Spanish design, with Us
Carlos Griego. a resident of T.os bales of hay from the front of Totl afford to be n untitle red In the down spucious Patio filled with fragrant
AND
Third and out class.
North
flowers and evergreen shrubery; its
Grlegos. was arrested lust night and and Gradi store on
"You cannot afford to be too much Inc.inipatia'ole cushine and its ever
The three nalodged In the city Jail charged with street last evening.
the of a gentleman to the opposing coun- genial proprietor, T. C. McDermott,
in
drunkeness. He was given a sentence tives were found sleeping
in a court si em to tit all times supply every,
corral In the rear of the Totl and sel nor to deferential
of 20 days In jail.
Instead of removing to our new location on
warn, conenienee anu chiiiiiiii iiiul
last evening, each room."
store
Gradi
Mr. F. R. Schwentker, the organ with a bule of hay in his possession.
go to make a visit there one eontinu- This was the advice of Judge
announced, we
ist of the church will Rive a brief Two of them stated that they had
street on June 1 , as
thirty-eighgraduates ous round ur pleasure.
t
to the
organ recital for fifteen minutes be purchased
Faywood Hot Springs is convenienthay in Los Duranos of the Chicago law school.
the
present location for few
shall continue in
set
evening
eight
the time
fore
this
occupies a vested ly situated to the railroads leaving
lawyer
"The
an employe of the Toti and
while
open
meeting
for the
of the
AlbiKiueniue at midnight on a sleeper,
Gradi establishment states that he position probably higher than in
days longer, by reason of alterations. MeanEverything that can be
profession-said the judge, arriving at the hoted in time for
one bale to one of the men
sold
all
for
out
look
arof
day.
should
first
next
"and
luneli
placed
under
by
were
A
men
Mrs.
be
served
pink tea will
had on the market will
The three
while our big sacrifice sale will continue.
Mamie Green and Mrs. Emma I.ott rest last night and the matter is now Xo. 1.
be found in our store.
of
part
the
play
the
cannot
"You
Investigated.
at the Mt. Olive Baptist church Fri being
IIICAI.O (illtl. MKS WITH PAP
must
but
country church mnuc,
TO MINt.l.r. WITH WASHday'.' evening the 11 Inst,
for the
Tregaskis,
John
of
funeral
The
out fur what's in sight.
INGTON I XS.
benefit of the building fund, begin who died at his home 507
East reach
"When you give the impression
ning at i p. m.
208 South 2d Street
morn
Sunday
last
avenue
Hazeldine
that you. are giving way to eith-- r
of ing, will be held from the chapel of court or counsel on the opposite side,
V. C. Proctor, superintendent
Phone 832
undertaking
Lowber
the bridge construction and E. E. the French and
you lose the faith of the Jury. I
at 3 sometimes think a lawyer should be
afternoon
Ball, division engineer of the Albu narlors tomorrow
In
be
will
205 South First Street
querque division of the Santa Fe, o'clock. The services
50 per cent better than the court."
spent yesterday in the city attending charge of the Masonic lodge of which
a
was
Tregaskls
organization Mr.
to business matters.
4
4
member. Interment will be made in
ENGAGE
Messrs. A. B. Gouldn, F. S. Cart- - the Masonic plot at Falrvlew cemeC. O. CUSHMAN, Sec. 4 Treas.
E. L. WASHBUPV prt.
May-nard
wright. Jos. F. Scotti and W. J.
tery. Mr. Tregaskls. who Is a native
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
will render catching and pleas of England cume to this
country
Garcia's horses, rigs, saddles
4 ing musical
selections tonight at the about two ,years ago with his wife. andSimon
spring wagons for country trips.
4 Presbyterian church; this meeting He was well known In mining cir- Call at my store, 1202 North Arno
MVKItY. SAI.K AMI
is open to the public.
TUANSl'KIt 8TABI JUS.
ago
he
In Montana. Some time
street.
cles
j iMl.'ORI'ORATEIl'j
Stated convocation of Rio Grande left that state and went to Portland,
Horses and Mules Bought a ml Ei- yt '
Al'CTION.
Chapter No. 4. R. A. M . Thursday Ore. His health falling him, he was
Men's bnJ Boy' Outfitters
changed.
i
evening June 10th at 8 o'clock for advised to come to this city which
The greatest auction sale of the
weunesoay.
A!! he did about nine months ago. Be- - season will take place
regular business and practice.
S
BKST TI
IX THE CITY.
June lti, in front of Sollie and LeSecond Street between Central and
lirctons store, at 10 a. in., lasting
Copper Avi
until 9 p. m. A line Stuyvepant piano
will be sold, besides household goods.
'.WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK TOR
consisting of bedroom MUits, wplendiU
I
T1, "
carpets, kitchen cabinets, sldeboarls.
tine rockers, stoves and ranges, beautiful dressers, in fact, many things.
We have both makes. Our stuck it large. Every piece marked very
J. M. SO W.IK,
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount ou these goods
4
Auctioneer.
to reduce stock.
4
KTIiKI, liOUl.MKIt.
J'or lite best work on stilrt walsu
The Leading
Ave.
Central
10
Chicago will
I'hleago,
June
patronize Hublw laundry Co.
1 1
I V L-i-Vl
Albuquerque
ise one of Its most popular society
Jeweler
o
girls when Ktliel Iirimer. daughter
Piece Suits is
assortment of
AUCTION.
States senator
f the new t'nited
Saturday,
I will sell at
auction
I mm
Washington
Illinois, goes to
very complete and attractive.
June li, at 2 p. m. in front of sollie with the family. Miss I.orimer
is
milch
and le Hreton's store, a fine
prettiest
Chicago's
one
of
as
known
ad
cow (Jersey), a line driving and
Worsteds
be found
In r
Stoves, Ranges, House Furnish-n- g
goods of girl.
lie poll v.
Jggya 301 it N It. (.QMS XTKILI
Tools.
and
Goods, Cutlery
very description; a rare opportun
Chevoits
Green mixtures in
A Thrilling ltewue.
ity; let everybody be there.
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings
J. M. SOI.UK.
and Nobby Blue Serges.
How Bert II. Lean, of Cheney,
Auctioneer.
Wash was saved from a frightful
Lady Assistant
death Is a story to thrill the world.
A lazv liver bads to chronic dys
hard cold," he writes, "brought on
.118 W. Central Ave.
pepsia and constipation weakens th "A
a desperate lung trouble that baffled
(21
Kegulets
The stout and the slim man can be fitted here as
system.
Doan's
whole
Phone 315
an expert doctor here. Then I paid
cent:- per box) correct the liver, tone
J10 to $13 a visit to a lung specialist
we carry a full assortment adapted particularly to
the ' imach, cure constipation.
me.
In Spokane who did not help
needs.
his
Then 1 went to California, but withXCXJOCXXCXXXJOCXXXJCXXX
II8i Wrrt Silver Avenue.
out benefit. At last I used Dr. King's
3
For Ftrst Class Work and Prompt Delivery
Discovery, which completely
New
Finest rooms, hest location,
cured me and now I am a well as
clean, cool, comfortable. Special
Wilson Bros. Celebrated Shirts-$1.- 00.
CALL..- ever." For Lung Trouble, BronchiRAM BROOK BKOSL
Minimer rates. Come.
None Better, rew a Good
John St. tis, Coughs and Colds, Asthma, Croup
pi. e C9S
HI
supreme;
Cough,
Whooping
turn-outit's
MAIL 0UDE11S PROMPTLY FILLED
driver
and
Best
r,i to date
J. A. WOOD, PROP.
50c and fl. Trial bottle free. Guarthe city. Proprietor of "Sadie
WHITE WAGONS
druggists.
by
all
anteed
wagon.
picnic
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Op-rat-

SCRIBNER'S

iluilll

ST YLISH BUTTON OXFQPDS

I Big Noise Party

-

All Leather

M

All St y e s

IN

P

N

Button

Elks Ball Room !

irl

Lace

Oxfords

Oxfords

entlr-southwes-

yVWrff

WIS

'

Millinery Removal Sale
CONTINUED

mm

Mo-Ew-

was

Fourth

a

our

any-othe-

r

"

1

Miss LUTZ
E. L.

SKINNER'S

Washburn Company

W

V

J

HN-OIT-

-

Cool Clotlhes

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

FOR SUMMER

PPDITT

Our
ran

Two

Neat Gray Tropical
Fancy

Prices From

$11

to $25

Strong Brothers

house-furnishin- g

Mrs. R. B. Patten

Hardware
Co...

,

Plumbing, Heating,
I Tin and Copper Work

Hotel

Highland Liverv

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
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